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ABSTRACT

Author: Tam, Aaron, C. MSME
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: Optimal Design and Control of Residential Air-Conditioning Equipment with Integrated
Thermal Storage
Major Professors: Neera Jain, James E. Braun
Although thermal energy storage (TES) has been integrated with commercial building
cooling systems, it is rarely considered in residential buildings. In recent years, though, variable
utility rates have become more available to residential customers to incentivize demand reductions
during midday peak hours. TES allows consumers to store cooling during hours with low demand
and reduce the peak demand from air conditioning. From an economic perspective, the integration
of storage can result in reduction in the installed cost of the primary cooling equipment because of
the reduction in the peak cooling requirement. However, this is counteracted by the additional
costs associated with TES and a secondary loop. Furthermore, variable utility rates are not
mandatory for residential buildings, so the operating costs of a cooling system with TES must be
competitive with the operating costs of a conventional split air conditioner under traditional flat
utility rates.
In this thesis, a system model consisting of a packaged chiller, ice storage, and building
load is used to simulate the operating costs of a residential sized cooling system with ice storage.
In order to minimize the operating cost of this system, a generalized rule-based control strategy is
developed for TES in residential buildings. This control strategy is based on a combination of
existing heuristic control strategies and considers the occupancy and power consumption of
residential households. A benchmark comparison against an optimal controller showed the
generalized rule-based controller performs within 20% of the minimal operating cost, and a
seasonal evaluation showed up to 40% reduction in off-peak demand when compared to existing
heuristic control strategies.
The ice storage system is compared against a conventional split A/C system in terms of
installed costs and operating costs. The installed costs based on currently available products
showed the ice storage system is more expensive than a split A/C, and most simulation results
showed higher operating costs for the ice storage system when considering the same SEER rating
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for both systems. Optimal system design from minimizing the simple payback period showed
higher SEER rating for the ice storage system. This compensates for the loss of capacity when
operating the system in charging mode to charge the ice storage tank. These results showed optimal
simple payback exceeding 10 years in all simulations. Additional parametric studies showed the
optimal system design is dependent on the combination of the utility rate structure and climate.
The work done in this thesis has shown that the generalized rule-based control strategy
developed for residential buildings provides more operating cost savings than existing control
strategies primarily due to reduced off-peak demand charges. Even though the simple payback
results are unfavorable, payback periods are highly dependent on the system cost model as well as
available utility rates. Future studies can consider different storage media, refrigerants, and
integration of TES cooling systems with renewable power generation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today air conditioners (A/Cs) are standard equipment in a majority of U.S. homes. The
recent 2015 Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) listed 102.8 million households use
air conditioning equipment in the U.S., and close to half of these households are located in the
southern census region (South Atlantic, East South Central, and West South Central) which is
characterized by warmer climates (Energy Information Administration, 2015). The average
household in the U.S. spends $265 annually on air conditioning; this is 15% of their total energy
expenditure. Moreover, the 2015 RECS revealed that 31% of U.S. households struggle to pay their
utility bills or provide adequate heating and cooling to their homes. The same report listed 11% of
households keep their homes at dangerous temperatures in order to afford their bills.
While electricity costs pose a challenge for many homeowners, a problem facing the
HVAC industry is the search for more environmentally-friendly working fluids. The refrigerants
currently used in cooling systems are mainly hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), which were introduced
to replace hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) due to the latter’s harmful effects to the ozone layer.
While HFCs have a low impact on ozone depletion, they have high global warming potential
(GWP). GWP is a relative measure of the global warming that considers the amount of heat that
an amount of gas traps within the atmosphere compared to the same amount of carbon dioxide
(GWP of 1). Most HFCs have GWPs that are hundreds or thousands of times higher than carbon
dioxide. For example, R410A, a common refrigerant used in residential and commercial cooling
systems, has a GWP of 2088 (EIA, 2018).
There is a need to make cooling systems more affordable and environmentally friendly. In
commercial buildings, a common solution for reducing cooling system operating costs is to
integrate thermal energy storage (TES) into the system. TES has not been common in residential
applications mainly due to poor economics, but there have been favorable changes in recent years
that make TES more viable in residential buildings. Moreover, environmental impact can be
reduced by combining TES and a secondary loop in residential buildings. Figure 1.1 shows a
schematic of a residential cooling system integrated with TES, where points 1-4 in the dotted area
represent the packaged outdoor unit, and points 5-8 represent the secondary loop and ice storage.
In the sections that follow, the potential benefits of cooling systems with integrated TES will be
discussed, as well as the specific research questions I am to answer in this thesis.
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Figure 1.1. Schematic of a residential cooling system with secondary loop and thermal
energy storage.
Background and Motivation
TES has been frequently used in commercial cooling systems to shift the cooling demand
to off-peak hours (Drees and Braun, 1996; Henze, 2003; Kung et al., 2013; Lo et al., 2016, p.; Sun
et al., 2006). This technology can significantly reduce operating costs by decreasing the on-peak
power consumption in commercial buildings. In contrast, TES is rarely seen in residential cooling
systems. TES often requires a secondary loop to be integrated with the cooling equipment, which
can increase the overall cost of the system. Also, the system has a performance penalty when
operating in charging mode, which means the system actually uses more energy than a system
without storage. This conflicts with the recent trends toward more efficient equipment, which can
be seen in research about methods of enhancing the performance of cooling equipment such as oilflooded compression and regeneration (Bahman et al., 2014). Despite these disadvantages,
integrating TES in residential cooling systems can provide a variety of benefits: 1) reduced
operating cost due to utility rate incentives, 2) power demand responsiveness, 3) use of low global
warming potential (GWP) refrigerants, and 4) system downsizing. These are explained in more
detail below.
Reduced Operating Cost: Utility companies provide incentives for buildings to reduce their energy
consumption during peak hours in the form of variable utility rates. These variable utility rates
have dedicated on-peak energy charges that incentivize off-peak energy use as well as demand
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charges that penalize high power consumption. TES can store cooling during off-peak hours and
provide cooling with the storage during the on-peak hours. Historically, residential utility rates
have had a flat rate structure, so the inclusion of TES with existing cooling systems has not enabled
significant operating cost savings. However, variable utility rates have become more available to
residential customers recently, thereby changing the potential for cost savings. Today, opt-in
variable utility rates are available to residential buildings in every state compared to only 25 states
in 2012 (NREL, 2018).

Responsiveness to power demand: In recent years, there has been an increase in renewable power
generation in California and other states. Solar power generation in particular has seen significant
growth, and this trend is anticipated to continue in the coming years. However, this high
penetration of renewable electricity generation is leading to instabilities in the power grid. For
example, the difference between solar generation and power demand during springtime in
California is shown in Figure 1.2 (EIA, 2018).

Figure 1.2. Projected power demand in California for 2014-2020 as a result of predicted
increases in solar power generation (EIA, 2018).
It can be seen that the power demand from fossil fuel based power plants increases steeply
when solar energy generation starts to decline in the afternoon hours. There is also a risk of overgeneration during the peak hours of solar energy generation. These sudden changes in power
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demand are very expensive and undesirable for power plants. One solution is to promote systems
with better demand responsiveness. This can be achieved through heating and cooling systems
integrated with TES which in turn enables such systems operate during the day when solar
production peaks and rely on stored thermal energy in the evening when electricity demand
increases.
While states with high solar power production like California have an abundance of power
production during midday, states with less renewable sources will have to rely on traditional fossil
fuel power plants to meet these demands. This is especially important in locations with hot climates,
where the peak demand is driven by the use of A/C during the midday hours. Nevertheless, TES
still enables customers to store cooling during the night when overall power demand is low,
consequently shifting the cooling demand away from the midday.
Secondary loop benefits: Rising concerns about HFC’s contribution to global warming is leading
to policies for replacing them with refrigerants with lower GWP in the future. Propane is an
example of a refrigerant with a low GWP that has seen limited use in cooling systems because of
its flammability (EIA, 2018). However, through integration of TES into a residential cooling
system, a secondary loop would be used to deliver cooling to the building, thereby isolating the
flammable or toxic (e.g. ammonia) refrigerant to the exterior of the building. In turn, the outdoor
chiller system can be hermetically sealed, thus greatly reducing the risk of refrigerant leakage.
System downsizing: Downsizing of the chiller’s cooling capacity can also reduce the
environmental impact of the system and result in an economic advantage that can compensate for
additional costs associated with TES and secondary loop. The system can be downsized due to the
additional cooling capacity provided by the TES. System downsizing is particularly important
when considering flammable or toxic refrigerants, since they have low charge limits that can
restrict their application range. Moreover, reducing the size of heat exchangers can substantially
decrease the overall cost of the system.

Despite the advantages explained above, cooling systems with integrated TES are not
common in residential buildings. One of the current challenges facing TES in residential buildings
is the utility rate. Variable utility rates are relatively new and only opt-in for residential customers.
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Customers are not penalized when they use conventional split A/Cs that have higher power
consumption during midday peaks if they choose the flat utility rates. This means cooling systems
with TES need to achieve lower operating costs under variable utility rates compared to
conventional split A/Cs under flat utility rates. This can be challenging if the flat utility rate offered
is relatively inexpensive. The system operating costs can be minimized by using a control strategy
designed for residential buildings, as this can improve the economic viability of residential cooling
systems with TES. Existing TES control strategies were developed for commercial buildings,
which have different occupancies and power consumption schedules than residential buildings.
Furthermore, the system design is an important factor when considering the payback period of
investing in a cooling system with TES. The system design affects the installed and operating costs
of the cooling system, and is dependent on the combination of variable utility rate, climate, and
control strategy. The cost of a system can be minimized through design optimization. This can also
be used to understand how the system design affects the simple payback for a given climate, utility
rate, and control strategy. An optimal system design can shorten the simple payback of the TES
cooling system, which makes it a more attractive option for residential customers.

Previous Work
TES has been employed in commercial buildings for many decades, and various heuristic
control strategies have been developed to improve system performance (Braun, 2007; Drees and
Braun, 1996; Henze, 2003; Kung et al., 2013; Lo et al., 2016, p.; Sun et al., 2006). These control
strategies determine how the system operates based on the utility rate structures. These control
strategies were developed and evaluated for large commercial buildings. Two important
differences between residential and commercial building applications that impact the performance
of existing control strategies are the schedule and intensity of power consumption apart from
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC). Commercial buildings have very high daytime
occupant and non-HVAC related power density (lights, computers, and other plug loads) that
mostly disappear outside of normal working hours. On the other hand, residential buildings have
much lower occupant and non-HVAC power density with schedules that include evenings and
early morning. For commercial buildings, the relatively low unoccupied non-HVAC power
consumption means that high storage charging rates do not result in peak power demand occurring
outside of occupied periods. However, this is not the case for residential buildings and leads to a
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performance penalty for application of existing control strategies when there are anytime or offpeak residential demand charges. As variable utility rates become more available for residential
buildings, there is a need for a control strategy for cooling systems with integrated TES that can
minimize the total utility costs under any residential utility rate structure.
Likewise, there has been a lot of research into different materials for TES. The most
common storage media in cooling applications are chilled water storage and ice storage. This is
because water is readily available, and its properties are well understood. Chilled water storage
has an advantage when considering the chiller performance because it does not require supply
temperature below freezing in charging mode. However, chilled water storage typically considers
the sensible capacity of the storage compared to ice storage, which considers the latent capacity.
This means ice storage requires less volume to achieve the same capacity. There are many different
types of ice storage, including internal and external melt ice-on-pipe, encapsulated ice, and ice
slurries. Since these storages are usually implemented for large scale commercial buildings, it is
difficult to estimate the cost of a residential sized storage tank. This makes assessing the economic
payback of the system under study much more challenging.
Economic assessments of ice storage systems typically considers commercial applications
due to the availability of variable utility rates, and some studies have considered using storage for
solar thermal energy (Hasnain, 1998; Luo et al., 2017; Pinel et al., 2011; Sanaye and Shirazi, 2013).
Furthermore, cooling systems with integrated TES are sized for full storage or partial storage. Full
storage systems are known to provide more operating cost savings compared to partial storage
systems but this may come at the expense of a higher initial system cost. Partial storage systems
typically consider minimizing the chiller capacity to reduce the total installed cost. This is
conventionally done through a design day analysis where the chiller operates continuously at full
capacity on the design day. However, an optimal system design needs to consider the tradeoff
between storage and chiller capacities, which has not been the focus of past economic assessments
of ice storage systems in residential buildings.

Objectives and Approach
The primary objective of this work is to evaluate the design and control of residential-scale
cooling systems with integrated thermal energy storage. The system under study is presented in
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Figure 1.1. Simple models for cooling load, chiller, and ice storage are integrated to form a system
model. The modeling approach is shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3. Overall modeling approach for ice storage system.
The system model is used to simulate system performance under variable utility rates for
residential buildings. A generalized rule-based control strategy is developed for residential
building occupancy and all utility rate structures found in residential buildings. This control
strategy is designed based on a unique combination of different heuristic strategies for charging
and discharging of TES that are typically applied to commercial-scale cooling systems with
integrated TES. The control strategy is validated in a benchmark comparison against an optimal
controller and compared against heuristic control strategies found in the literature. System
simulations using this control strategy are used to calculate the seasonal operating costs of the ice
storage system. A system cost model is developed to estimate the cost of the system under study,
since the ice storage system does not currently exist for residential customers. Simple payback is
calculated by comparing the installed and operating costs against a conventional split A/C.
Furthermore, the design of the ice storage system is optimized for the shortest simple payback.
Additional parametric studies are performed to show how the system capacity and efficiency affect
the simple payback period.
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Thesis Organization
The document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the component models in detail and
the overall system model. Chapter 3 elaborates on the generalized rule-based heuristic control
strategy developed for residential buildings as well as the controller evaluation against other
control strategies. Chapter 4 shows the overall assessment for ice storage cooling systems in
residential buildings. This is followed by conclusions and recommendations for future work in
Chapter 5.
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2. SYSTEM MODELING

This chapter presents the system model for the ice storage system considered in this study.
The individual components are presented, followed by an integrated system model. A survey of
residential utility sample utility rates used as inputs for the system are also presented.

Component Models
This section presents the details of the component models used for evaluating the
performance of different control strategies and systems in this study.
2.1.1 Ice Storage Model
An internal melt, ice-on-pipe storage model is derived for the secondary loop following the
approach described by West and Braun (1999) in which the heat transfer effectiveness of the
storage is used to calculate the limit on the rate of change of energy in the ice storage tank. The
model only considers latent charging and discharging. The rate at which energy is removed from
the storage tank is calculated by

Qtank   mtank c f (Ts  Tchw ) ,

(2.1)

where Q̇tank is the storage charging (+) or discharging (-) rate (kW), ε is the heat transfer
effectiveness (-), ṁtank is the secondary fluid flow rate through the storage tank (kg/s), cf is the
secondary fluid specific heat (kJ/kg-ºC), Ts is the phase change temperature (ºC), and Tchw is the
inlet temperature of the secondary fluid (ºC). The limit of the rate at which energy can be removed
or added to the storage tank is reached when ṁtank equals the total flow rate in the secondary loop.
At each time step, the state of charge is calculated by

xk  xk 1 

Qtank ,k t
L

,

(2.2)

where xk is the state of charge (-), k is the time index, Q̇tank is the storage charging (+) or discharging
(-) rate at time k (kW), Δt is the time step (h), and L is the maximum change in internal energy that
can occur during charge or discharge (kW). The outlet temperature of the tank at time k is then
calculated by
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T f ,o  Tchw  (

Qtank
).
mtank c f

(2.3)

West and Braun (1999) developed correlations between the state of charge and the heat
transfer effectiveness by curve-fitting polynomial functions to test data of charging and
discharging cycles, given by

 C  0.92  0.62 x  4.93x2  17.05x3  24.02 x4  12.12 x5 ,

(2.4)

 D  0.49  0.81x  0.98x2  0.67 x3 .

(2.5)

The subscript C represents charging and D represents discharging. As shown in Figure 2.1, there
is a significant decrease in heat transfer effectiveness as the storage tank reaches full charge due
to a loss in surface area of the ice and water interface caused by the intersecting ice formations.
Because of this decrease in heat transfer effectiveness, the ice storage tank is oversized in this
study so that 80% of the TES can be used to meet design day loads. There is also a decrease in
effectiveness in discharging mode as the TES is depleted, but the effect is smaller than for charging.
This study only considers the latent capacity of the storage tank, so a state of charge of 0 denotes
a full tank of water at 0 °C (32 °F), and a state of charge of 1 denotes a full tank of ice at 0 °C
(32 °F).

Figure 2.1. Ice storage charging and discharging heat transfer effectiveness curves.
2.1.2 Packaged Chiller Model
A residential-scale fixed-speed packaged chiller unit is modeled using the open-source
ACHP (Air Conditioning/Heat Pump) tool (Bell, 2012). ACHP uses detailed mechanistic models
and includes thermo-physical properties of working fluids from the CoolProp and RefProp
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libraries (Bell et al., 2014; Lemmon et al., 2018). ACHP calculates chiller performance and
capacity at different operating conditions. A performance map for this packaged unit was
developed using linear regression on the data generated from ACHP. The map determines the
chiller’s maximum capacity and coefficient of performance (COP) at any given ambient
temperature and chilled water supply temperature as shown in Eqs. (2.6)-(2.7).
Qchiller ,max
Qrated

2
 6.82  (1.43102 )Tchw  (5.38 105 )Tchw

(2.6)

2
(3.61103 )Tamb  (1.11105 )Tamb

COPactual
2
 1.73  (2.43102 )Tchw  (7.01105 )Tchw
COPrated

(2.7)

2
(2.01102 )Tamb  (2.49 105 )Tamb

The variable Q̇chiller,max is the chiller maximum capacity (kW), Q̇rated is the chiller rated capacity
(kW), Tchw is the chilled water supply temperature (˚F), Tamb is the ambient temperature (˚F),
COPactual is the chiller’s coefficient of performance at the specified operating conditions (-), and
COPrated is the chiller’s rated coefficient of performance (-). The effect of chiller part-load
conditions on the COP is neglected in this model. The map is normalized so that different chiller
sizes and efficiencies can be easily modeled. The chiller model considered in this study is based
on a rated capacity of 3-tons (10.55 kW) and a COP of 3 with a rating condition of 95 °F (35 ºC)
ambient temperature and 45 °F (7 °C) chilled water supply temperature.

Figure 2.2. Capacity and COP of the modeled chiller at different ambient conditions and chilled
water supply temperatures.
Figure 2.2 shows cooling capacity and COP as a function of ambient and chilled water
temperatures. As the chilled water supply temperature decreases, the system loses capacity and
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efficiency because of a lower evaporating temperature. Similarly, efficiency and capacity decrease
with increasing ambient temperature due to a higher condenser temperature. There is an energy
penalty for charging storage due to lower chilled water supply temperature requirements. However,
this can be offset to some extent by lower ambient temperatures when charging typically occurs.
These effects must be considered along with the utility rate incentives when evaluating the
economic performance of cooling systems integrated with TES.
2.1.3 Load Model
A simple conductance model with an internal gain was utilized to generate building load
profiles based on ambient temperatures. Only sensible cooling loads were considered for this study
and latent loads associated with moisture removal were not included. Weather data for the typical
meteorological year (TMY) was obtained from the data set TMY3 provided by the National Solar
Radiation Data Base (Wilcox and Marion, 2008). Building load profiles were then calculated
according to

Qload  UAhouse (Tamb  Tzone )  g ,

(2.8)

where Q̇load is the hourly cooling load (kW), UAhouse is the heat transfer coefficient (kW/ ºC)
calculated by choosing a design point of 3 tons (10.55 kW) at an ambient temperature of 35 ºC,
Tamb is the ambient temperature (ºC), Tzone is the indoor temperature set-point (ºC), and ġ is the
internal gain of the house (kW), which is assumed to be a constant 1 kW.
2.1.4 Secondary Loop Model
The secondary loop employs a mixture of 70% water and 30% glycol as the working fluid.
Energy balances are applied to the indoor coil and chiller evaporator to relate the heat transfer rates
to temperature changes across the secondary fluid according to

Qload  mscc f (Tcc,out  Tcc,in ) ,

(2.9)

Qchiller  mscc f (Tcc,out  Tchw ) ,

(2.10)

where Q̇load is the hourly cooling load (kW), Q̇chiller is the chiller cooling rate (kW), ṁsc is the mass
flow rate in the secondary loop (kg/s), Tcc,in is the supply temperature to the indoor coil (ºC), and
Tcc,out is the return temperature from the indoor coil (ºC).
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The storage charging (-) or discharging (+) rate, Q̇tank, is related to the load and chiller
cooling rates using an overall energy balance on the secondary loop according to Eq. (2.11) . The
storage charging and discharging rates are limited by the heat transfer effectiveness model
presented in Eq. (2.1) and change over time with the state of charge. These rates also depend on
the flow rate through the storage tank, which is controlled to maintain a constant temperature
entering the indoor coil (state point 7 in Figure 1.1) as shown in Eq. (2.12). The mass flow rate
through the storage tank is constrained to be less than or equal to the secondary loop flow rate as
shown in Eq. (2.13). The chilled water supply temperature provided by the chiller is 25 ºF (-4 ºC)
for storage charging and 45 ºF (7 ºC) for storage discharging. The water glycol temperature
supplied to the indoor coils is set to be 5 ºF above the chilled water supply temperature to the
storage tank during charging, and 5 ºF below the chilled water supply temperature to the storage
tank during discharging.

Qtank  Qload  Qchiller

(2.11)

mscTcc ,in  (msc  mtank )Tchw  mtank Tf ,o

(2.12)

mtank  msc

(2.13)

The total power consumption of the system can be separated into power consumption of
the chiller and the pump. The chiller power consumption is calculated using the performance map
developed from ACHP as shown in Eq. (2.14), while the pump power consumption is calculated
based on the maximum flow of the pump as shown in Eq. (2.15). This study assumes a pump
efficiency of 60%, a maximum pump flow rate of 1 kg/s, and a maximum delivery head of 5 m
based on products available on the market.
Wchiller 

Wpump
Wpump , max

Qchiller
COPactual

,

(2.14)

3

m 
  sc  ,
 mmax 

(2.15)

Wpump , max   pump mmax ghmax ,

(2.16)

P  Wchiller  Wpump .

(2.17)
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The variable P is the power consumption of the system (kW), Ẇchiller is the power
consumption of the chiller (kW), Ẇpump is the power consumption of the pump (kW), Ẇpump,max is
the maximum power consumption of the pump (kW), ṁmax is the maximum mass flow rate of the
pump, ηpump is the pump efficiency (-), g is the acceleration due to gravity (m/s2), and h is the
maximum delivery head (m).

System Model
The ice storage, chiller, and building load models are integrated with the secondary loop
equations to form a system model. For a given building load, chiller cooling rate or tank charging
rate, and state of charge, the pump flow rate and indoor coil return temperature are determined by
iterative solution of the secondary loop energy balance equations (Eqs. (2.9) – (2.11)) along with
the constraint of Eq. (2.13) and component performance models. The building load varies with
time as a result of ambient temperature variations, with hourly temperatures obtained from TMY3
data (Wilcox and Marion, 2008). The ambient temperature also influences the COP of chiller. In
order to run a dynamic simulation, it is necessary to specify an initial state of the storage tank and
a control strategy for varying the chiller cooling rate over time in response to varying building
loads and utility rates. For each time step, the system of equations are solved and then the state of
charge is updated according to Eq. (2.2). The system power consumption for each time step in the
simulation period is calculated using Eqs. (2.14) - (2.17). A solution flow diagram which shows
an inner loop solution scheme for the secondary loop energy balance and an outer loop for each
step in time is shown in Figure 2.3. The variable Tamb is the ambient temperature (ºC), Re is the
energy charge rate ($/kWh), Rd is the demand charge rate ($/kW), x0 is the storage state of charge
in the beginning of the simulation (-), xN is the storage state of charge at the end of the simulation
(-), and P is the power consumption (kW). The system model code can be found in the Appendix.
Start at
k=1
and x = x0

Tamb (k) ,
Re (k), Rd (k)

Solve
Secondary
Loop Energy
Balance at
time step k

k=k+1

xk+1, P(k)

k=N

End

k<N

Figure 2.3. Ice storage system solution flow diagram with inner loop solution using energy
balance equations.
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Sample Residential Utility Rates
Utility rate structures play a significant role in the control of thermal storage and are inputs
for the system model. Different rate structures currently available to residential customers across
the United States were surveyed using a database (OpenEI.org) maintained by the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL, 2018). Based on information from OpenEI.org, there were
only 25 states that had some form of variable rates for residential buildings in 2012. This number
has increased significantly in recent years, and variable rates are currently available in all 50 states,
with more companies incorporating demand charges as well. All variable utility rates are optional
for customers. We identified six different structures based on combinations of energy and demand
charges: 1) flat energy only (50 states); 2) flat energy with flat demand (19: AK, AZ, CO, FL, ID,
IL, IN, IA, KY, MN, ND, OH, OK, SC, SD, TX, VT, WA, WY); 3) flat energy with on-peak and
off-peak demand (3: CO, FL, NC); 4) time-of-use (TOU) energy only (48 states); 5) TOU energy
with flat demand (4: AL, CO, GA, SC); and 6) TOU energy with on-peak and off-peak demand
(4: AZ, NC, VA, WI).
The most common structure for the residential sector is a flat rate, in which the price is the
same throughout the day. This rate can include a seasonal or monthly change in price. A tiered
structure is common for flat rates in which the price is based on the amount of energy used in the
billing cycle, and the price changes after a certain amount of energy is consumed. Flat rates can be
separated into flat energy only and flat energy with anytime demand. For energy only, the energy
charge ($/kWh) is the only charge applied and is the typical rate for residential buildings. For flat
energy with anytime demand, a fixed demand charge ($/kW) is included in addition to the energy
charge, which is an additional cost based on the highest average power over a 15-minute window
throughout the month.
Many utilities also offer time-of-use (TOU) programs to residential customers. These rates
vary the price of electricity based on the time of day, usually separating into on-peak, off-peak,
and in some cases mid-peak periods. This structure encourages customers to shift their power
consumption to off-peak periods when the price of electricity is lower. The main factors in TOU
are the duration of the price periods and the difference in price between different periods. There
are four different types of TOU rates: flat energy with TOU demand, TOU energy only, TOU
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energy with flat demand, and TOU energy with TOU demand. Sample rates from different utilities
that were used as inputs in this study can be found in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Sample residential utility rates.
Flat energy with anytime demand
Energy ($/kWh)

Anytime Demand ($/kW)

0.066
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Intermountain Rural
Electric Association (CO)

Flat energy with TOU demand
Energy cost ($/kWh)
Lakeland Electric (FLLAK)

0.057

On-peak demand
($/kW)
5.6 (2-8pm) (30-min
moving average)

Off peak demand
($/kW)
0

TOU energy with no demand
On-peak energy
($/kWh)

Mid peak energy
($/kWh)

Off peak energy
($/kWh)

Florida Power & Light
(FL-MIA)

0.184 (<1000 kWh)
0.204 (>1000 kWh)
(12-8pm)

n/a

0.035(<1000 kWh)
0.055(>1000 kWh)

Sacramento Municipal
Utility District (CA)

0.316
(4-7pm)

0.149
(9am-4pm & 7-9pm)

0.087

TOU energy with anytime demand
On-peak energy
($/kWh)

Off peak energy
($/kWh)

Anytime Demand
($/kW)

Alabama Power (AL)

0.221
(1-6pm)

0.072

1.5

South Carolina
Electric & Gas (SC)

0.096
(2-6pm)

0.085

12.04

TOU energy with TOU demand
On-peak energy
($/kWh)
Albemarle Electric
Corporation (NC)

0.069
(2-7pm)

Off peak energy On-peak demand Off peak demand
($/kWh)
($/kW)
($/kW)
0.055

13.5

2.25
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3. SYSTEM CONTROLS

This section presents the control strategies used to evaluate the ice storage system
performance. Existing control strategies from the literature are presented, followed by a
generalized rule-based control strategy for residential buildings. An optimal controller is
developed to minimize the utility cost of the system over a month. The generalized control strategy
is benchmarked against the optimal controller, and its performance is evaluated against the existing
control strategies.

Existing Heuristic Control Strategies
This subsection presents a review of existing heuristic control strategies used for TES that
appear in the literature. These include full-storage, chiller-priority, and load-limiting storagepriority control. The performance of these control strategies is dependent on the occupancy of the
building, which considers the schedule and intensity of power consumption. The control strategies
presented below were developed for typical commercial buildings with high daytime occupancy.

Figure 3.1. Example of chiller operation using full storage control.
A full storage control strategy shifts all on-peak cooling loads to the off-peak period. An
example of full storage control is shown below in Figure 3.1 in which the chiller provides no
cooling capacity during the on-peak period (shaded in gray). This control strategy requires the
system to be sized such that the storage can meet all on-peak cooling loads on the design day. The
chiller operates at maximum capacity during the off-peak period on the design day to fully charge
the storage. This approach results in much larger chiller and storage capacities when compared to
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a partial storage system, in which the storage and chiller are each sized to meet a portion of the onpeak cooling load. Full storage control is able to achieve the most operating cost savings because
the chiller is not operated at all during the on-peak period, but this comes at the expense of a higher
initial system cost.

Figure 3.2. Example of chiller operation using chiller-priority.
A typical chiller-priority control strategy has two distinct operating modes: charging and
discharging. The charging mode begins during the off-peak period when the building is
unoccupied. The chiller then operates at full cooling capacity until the storage is fully charged. In
discharging mode, the chiller is operated to meet the building cooling load. If the load exceeds the
chiller capacity, then storage discharge occurs at a rate sufficient to meet the load. Although
chiller-priority is far from optimal, it is simple to implement and does not require load forecasting.
The primary operating cost savings are achieved by reductions in on-peak energy use and peak
demand that occur for days with high cooling loads. These savings are possible in comparison to
a conventional system because the chiller and storage are sized such that the chiller must operate
nearly continuously at maximum capacity for the design day. This leads to significant downsizing
in capacity relative to a conventional system. An example of chiller operation using chiller-priority
is shown in Figure 3.2.
Load-limiting storage-priority control is an alternative and relatively simple strategy that
is applied to partial-storage systems. An example of chiller operation using load-limiting storagepriority control is shown in Figure 3.3. It uses load-forecasting to maximize the use of storage
while attempting to minimize peak chiller cooling rates during the on-peak period. The control
strategy separates each day into an off-peak unoccupied period, off-peak occupied period, and on-
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peak occupied period. The on-peak and off-peak periods are defined by the utility rate structure,
and the unoccupied and occupied periods reflect the occupancy of the building. Storage is charged
during the off-peak unoccupied period using the full chiller capacity, is discharged during the offpeak occupied period using chiller priority to minimize the use of storage, and is discharged during
the on-peak occupied period with the chiller operating at the minimum possible constant rate
necessary for the storage to be at its minimum charge by the end of the on-peak period. This
strategy requires forecasting of the on-peak cooling loads and uses this forecast along with the
available storage capacity to determine the on-peak period chiller cooling rate as
ton peak

Q

on ,i

Qchiller ,on 

t  Qstorage

i 1

ton  peak

,

(3.1)

where Q̇chiller,on is the on-peak rate of cooling from the chiller (kW), Q̇on is the cooling load during
the on-peak period (kW), Δt is the time interval (h), Qstorage is the maximum possible energy
discharged from storage (kWh), and t is the duration of on-peak period (h). Compared to chillerpriority, this control strategy maximizes the use of storage, and tries to discharge the storage
completely every day. This control strategy also approximately minimizes the on-peak period peak
power demand for each each day because its goal is to operate the chiller at a minimum constant
rate.

Figure 3.3. Example of chiller operation using load-limiting storage-priority.
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Drees and Braun (1996) presented a rule-based controller that combines elements of
chiller-priority and storage-priority strategies, along with a demand-limiting algorithm. The
demand-limiting algorithm requires a measurement of the total building electrical use. A simpler
version of this strategy that does not require the power measurement is described in the ASHRAE
Handbook of HVAC Applications (2011) and is a starting point for the strategy presented in the
following section. The rule-based controller makes decisions based on the utility rate structure and
the building’s occupancy period. It uses the chiller-priority charging strategy during the
unoccupied period, but employs different discharging strategies during the occupied period
depending on economic considerations. The strategy minimizes the use of storage (i.e., chillerpriority) if it is not cost effective to replenish the discharged energy (e.g., during off-peak period)
and if the current chiller load is less than a target load limit. Alternatively, if the use of storage
would lower daily energy costs, and there is sufficient storage to meet the remainder of the load
for the occupied period without operating the chillers, then the chillers are turned off and the load
is met by storage alone (full-storage control strategy). However, if there isn’t sufficient storage to
meet the remainder of the integrated loads over the discharge period, then the controller switches
to a load-limiting control strategy where the chiller operates at the minimum constant load
necessary to fully discharge the storage over the discharge period. Finally, if the use of storage is
not economical but the chiller load will be greater than a target limit, the chiller load is restricted
to the maximum of the target limit and the load-limiting value necessary to avoid premature storage
discharge. The target load limit is reset to zero for each new billing period (i.e., month) and then
reset over time as the maximum of the previous target and the current load. Compared to the
simpler chiller-priority control strategy, the rule-based controller requires forecasting of future
loads but results in significantly greater savings.

Generalized Rule-Based Control Strategy
The generalized rule-based control strategy determines the charging and discharging control
logic based on a given utility rate structure and is loosely based on the method presented in the
ASHRAE Handbook of HVAC Applications (2011). The strategy switches between the full
storage, load-limiting storage-priority, and chiller-priority strategies for discharging the ice
storage, and it switches between the full-capacity and load-limiting strategies for charging the ice
storage. The proposed control logic first determines the utility rate period: on-peak, off-peak, or
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mid-peak. For utility rates that have a flat rate, an “effective” on-peak period is determined as the
hours during which the cooling loads exceed 0.75 of the chiller’s maximum capacity. As
mentioned in the description of the model, we set the maximum allowable state of charge of the
storage tank to be 0.9 and minimum allowable state of charge to be 0.1 to avoid decreases in heat
transfer effectiveness.
3.2.1 Charging Mode
The control logic for charging the storage tank is depicted in Figure 3.4. The storage tank
will be charged during off-peak hours for all utility rates. If there is a demand charge during the
off-peak period, the chiller operates using a load-limiting charging strategy. This means the chiller
charges the storage at a constant rate that is just sufficient to fully charge the storage at the end of
the off-peak period. If there is no off-peak demand charge, the chiller charges the storage using a
full-capacity charging strategy. This means the chiller operates at maximum capacity until the
storage reaches the desired charged level and then meets any loads with only the chiller. For the
load-limiting charging strategy, the chiller charging rate is calculated by
toff

Qchiller ,off 

Q
i 1

off ,i t

 Qcharge

toff

,

(3.2)

where Q̇chiller,off is the off-peak rate of cooling from the chiller (kW), Q̇off is the building cooling
load during the off-peak period (kW), Qcharge is the energy required to charge the storage to the
desired state of charge (kWh) and toff is the duration of the off-peak period (h).

Start

Off-peak

Demand

No

Full-capacity
charging

Yes
Load-limiting
charging

Figure 3.4. Control logic for charging storage in the generalized rule-based controller.
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3.2.2 Discharging Mode
The control logic for discharging the storage is depicted in Figure 3.5. If there is a demand
charge in the off-peak period, then the chiller operates with a load-limiting strategy to prevent a
large demand cost from being incurred. In the absence of a demand charge during the off-peak
period, the system uses chiller-priority to preserve the storage for the on-peak period. During the
on-peak period, the system operates under a load-limiting strategy regardless of the demand charge.
If there is a mid-peak period, the system prioritize the use of storage during the on-peak period,
and the remaining capacity is discharged for the mid-peak period using load-limiting storagepriority. For the load-limiting discharge strategy, the chiller loading during an on-peak period is
the same as Eq. (3.1), and the chiller loading during a mid-peak period is determined as

Qchiller ,mid 

tmid

ton

i 1

j 1

 Qmid ,i t   Qon, j t  Qstorage
,

tmid

(3.3)

where Q̇chiller,mid is the on-peak rate of cooling from the chiller (kW), Q̇mid is the cooling load during
the mid-peak period (kW), Q̇on is the cooling load during the on-peak period (kW), Qstorage is the
maximum possible energy discharged from the storage (kWh), and t is the duration of mid-peak
and on-peak periods (h).
Start

Peak
period

Off-peak

Demand

On-peak

No
Mid-peak

Yes

Load-limiting
storage-priority

Chillerpriority

Figure 3.5. Control logic for discharging storage in the generalized rule-based controller.
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3.2.3 Comparison with Existing Control Strategies
In order to illustrate the behavior of the generalized rule-based controller, daily
comparisons with chiller-priority, full-storage, and load-limiting storage-priority control are
presented. Results for the different control strategies under a utility rate with a flat energy charge
and anytime demand charge are presented in Figure 3.6 and 3.7, where the shaded region represents
the “effective” on-peak period. This particular utility rate is offered in Colorado and charges
customers $0.066/kWh for energy along with an anytime demand charge of $14/kW.

Figure 3.6. Sample day chiller operation comparison of control strategies in Colorado under a
flat energy rate and anytime demand charge. The shaded region represents the “effective” onpeak period.
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Figure 3.7. Sample day state of charge comparison of control strategies in Colorado under a flat
energy rate and anytime demand charge. The shaded region represents the “effective” on-peak
period.
As shown in Figure 3.6 and 3.7, chiller-priority only discharges the storage when the
cooling load exceeds the chiller’s capacity, which is rated to be 3 tons (10.55 kW) (i.e. hours 1417 in this example). The generalized rule-based controller has the same behavior as load-limiting
storage-priority during on-peak hours, because it switches to that strategy for the on-peak period
if there is no mid-peak period. The existing control strategies operate the chiller at full capacity
while charging the storage tank. This can be seen in Figure 3.6, where the load-limiting storagepriority charges at a much higher rate than the other control strategies after the on-peak period.
Chiller-priority is able to fully charge the storage without using its full capacity within the first
time step, so the charging rate is lower. If a utility rate has an anytime or off-peak demand charge,
then the full-capacity charging strategy will lead to a high demand cost. Instead, the generalized
rule-based controller charges the system at a lower rate during the off-peak period whenever there
is an anytime or off-peak demand charge.
A comparison for the different control strategies under a utility rate structure with a midpeak period and much higher on-peak energy charge is shown in Figure 3.8 and 3.9. The darker
shaded region represents the on-peak period, and the lighter shaded region represents the mid-peak
period. This utility rate is offered in California and has an off-peak energy charge of $0.087/kWh,
mid-peak energy charge of $0.149/kWh, on-peak energy charge of $0.316/kWh, and no demand
charge.
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Figure 3.8. Sample day chiller operation comparison of control strategies in California under a
TOU energy rate with a mid-peak period and no demand charge. The lighter shade represents the
mid-peak period, and the darker shade represents the on-peak period.

Figure 3.9. Sample day state of charge comparison of control strategies in California under a
TOU energy rate with a mid-peak period and no demand charge. The lighter shade represents the
mid-peak period, and the darker shade represents the on-peak period.
Chiller-priority control discharges the storage when the cooling load exceeds the chiller’s
capacity (i.e. hours 12-18 in this example). The load-limiting storage-priority operates the chiller
at a constant capacity during the mid-peak and on-peak periods. Chiller-priority and load-limiting
storage-priority both operate the chiller during the on-peak period. The generalized rule-based
controller shuts down the chiller during the on-peak period and behaves like a full storage control
system. The overall energy cost can be reduced because the chiller does not operate during the onpeak period with very expensive energy charges. While load-limiting storage-priority maximizes
the use of storage during the on-peak and mid-peak period, the generalized rule-based controller
maximizes the use of storage during the on-peak period with more expensive energy charges.
Unlike the previous example, there is no demand charge in the utility rate, so the generalized rulebased controller charges the storage at full capacity like the existing strategies.

Optimal Controller
The generalized rule-based controller is benchmarked against an optimal controller. The
optimal controller is designed to minimize the consumer’s utility costs for providing cooling over
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a monthly billing period assuming that there are time-of-use energy charges along with on-peak,
off-peak, and anytime demand charges. The problem is mathematically stated as
N

min

Don , Doff , Dany ,
Qtank ,k for k 1,, N

J  Don  Doff  Dany   Re , k Pk t
k 1

(3.4)

s.t.
Qtank,min,k  Qtank ,k  Qtank,max ,k ,

(3.5)

0  Qchiller ,k  Qchiller ,max,k ,

(3.6)

xmin  xk  xmax ,

(3.7)

x0  xN ,

(3.8)

Pk Rd ,on on  Don ,

(3.9)

Pk Rd ,off  off  Doff ,

(3.10)

Pk Rd ,any any  Dany ,

(3.11)

where J is the monthly utility cost for cooling ($), k is the stage, N is the number of stages in the
monthly billing period, Q̇tank is the charging/discharging (+/-) rate of storage (kW), Re is the energy
charge rate ($/kWh), P is the power consumption (kW), Δt is the time interval (h), D is the target
demand cost for the monthly billing period ($), Rd is the demand charge rate ($/kW), x is the state
of charge of the storage tank (-), Q̇chiller is the chiller cooling rate (kW), Q̇chiller,max is the maximum
capacity of the chiller (kW), x0 is the storage state of charge in the beginning of the simulation (), xN is the storage state of charge at the end of the simulation (-), and γ is a binary switch for
demand charge (-) with a value of 1 when the demand charge is applied for a time step and a value
of 0 when the demand charge is not applied for a time step.
The subscripts “on”, “off”, and “any” in this formulation refer to on-peak, off-peak, and
anytime demand charges. D is used to put limits on the hourly power consumption at each stage
in the optimization as shown in Eqs. (3.9) - (3.11). For utility rates without any demand charges,
there are no limits on the demand cost and so the demand charge Rd and D are set to zero for all 3
cases. For utility rates with only an on-peak demand, the terms with subscripts “off” and “any” are
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zero (i.e. there is no limit), and so on for the cases of an anytime demand or separate on and offpeak demand charges. The constraints on the charge/discharge rate of storage in Eq. (3.5) are
determined by the mass flow rate as shown in Eq. (2.1). This limit is also a function of the heat
transfer effectiveness of the storage, which is determined through the state of charge and mode of
operation shown in Figure 2.1. The cooling provided by the chiller is constrained between zero
and the chiller capacity as shown in Eq. (3.6). The lower and upper limits on storage state of charge
in Eq. (3.7), xmin and xmax, are assumed to be 0 and 1 such that only the latent capacity of the storage
tank is considered. Finally, Eq. (3.8) ensures a steady periodic solution.
The decision variables of this optimization problem are the charging/discharging rates of
the storage for all stages of the optimization period and the three target demand costs. The
optimization is performed using a monthly optimization that begins at 0:00 on the first day and
ends at 24:00 on the last day of the month (e.g., day 30). For determining benchmark performance
for comparison with the heuristics strategies, perfect load and weather forecasts over the
simulation period are assumed. The problem is solved using a hybrid method of dynamic
programming (Bellman, 1957) and non-linear optimization. Dynamic programming utilizes
Bellman’s principle of optimality and guarantees a global minimum. At any time stage k, there are
multiple paths to reach the previous time stage k-1. Each stage represents an hour time step in the
simulation period, and each state represents a state of charge in the storage tank. The state variables
are discretized from 0 to 1 by intervals of 0.01 and establish a grid of possible paths between
consecutive stages. Penalty functions are utilized to handle constraints that would not allow
transitions between states within the grid. Dynamic programming calculates the cost of all possible
paths to find the least cost solution for each consecutive stage in time. This process is used
recursively to determine the minimum cost for the entire simulation period. Eq. (3.8) is satisfied
by considering a specified state of charge at the beginning and end of the time period over which
the optimization is conducted. The remaining constraints are enforced using penalty functions,
which assign a very large cost to a path if the constraints are violated. For utility rates with demand
charges, the optimal utility cost J* is determined by solving the N variable optimization problem
for each iteration of an outer loop optimization problem to determine the optimal values of Don,
Doff, and Dany as shown in Figure 3.10. This study used the fmincon function in MATLAB to solve
the outer loop optimization problem, and the controller code can be found in the Appendix.
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Figure 3.10. Outer loop optimization for Don, Doff, and Dany in the optimal controller.

Benchmark Comparison
In this section, daily comparisons between the generalized rule-based controller and the
optimal controller are presented. The performance of the generalized rule-based controller is
evaluated by comparing it with chiller-priority, load-limiting storage-priority, and the optimal
controller in monthly simulations. A system consisting of a 3-ton chiller and 125 gallons of ice
storage is used in the simulations. The simulations assume perfect weather forecasts, and use
weather data from TMY3 for ambient conditions and loads (Wilcox and Marion, 2008). The
simulations use hour long time steps for all control strategies. The indoor set-point temperature is
76°F from 10 am to 4 pm on weekdays and 72°F the rest of the time.
3.4.1 Daily Comparison
Daily comparisons of the two controllers are used to highlight the differences in system
operation that result from the two approaches. The results are generated using two sample utility
rates and weather data for the month of May at the location where the utility rates are offered. The
sample rates used in the comparisons are provided in Table 2.1.
The first utility rate is a TOU energy only rate from Miami, Florida. This utility rate has an
off-peak energy charge of $0.035/kWh, an on-peak energy charge of $0.184/kWh, and no demand
charge. The results for Miami, Florida are shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. Figure 3.11 presents
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the chiller cooling rates for the two controllers and an overlay of the cooling load profile, and
Figure 3.12 presents the difference in storage state of charge.

Figure 3.11. Comparison of chiller operation under generalized rule-based and optimal control
over two consecutive days using a TOU energy only utility rate from Miami, Florida.

Figure 3.12. Comparison of ice storage state of charge under generalized rule-based and optimal
control over two consecutive days using a TOU energy only utility rate from Miami, Florida.
The black bars represent the generalized rule-based controller and the white bars represent
the optimal controller. Two consecutive days are shown to highlight the differences in controller
behavior, and the second day shown is the hottest day of the month. The shaded areas in the figures
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denote the on-peak period of each day. The two controllers follow a similar pattern for chiller
operation, which minimizes the use of the chiller during the on-peak period and charges the storage
at a high capacity during the off-peak period. While the generalized rule-based controller charges
the storage at full capacity at the start of the off-peak period (hour 20), the optimal controller
chooses to charge the storage in the early morning (i.e. hours 24-31 in this example). The optimal
controller optimizes the charging scheme by charging the storage when the ambient temperature
is lower and the chiller has higher efficiency. When discharging the storage on the hottest day (i.e.
hours 24-48), the optimal controller operates the chiller at very low capacities at the start of the
on-peak period instead of operating the chiller at a constant capacity. While both controllers
minimize the use of the chiller during the on-peak period, the optimal controller also minimizes
the use of the chiller during the hottest hour of this on-peak period. The operating cost for this
comparison is shown in Table 3.1. The generalized rule-based controller achieved an operating
cost within 15% of the optimal controller.
The optimal controller and the generalized rule-based controller both try to maximize the
use of storage so that most of the storage is discharged by the end of each day. The generalized
rule-based controller is limited to discharging to a 0.1 state of charge to avoid a decrease in heat
transfer effectiveness, while the optimal controller is allowed to discharge the storage completely
to 0 charge. This is shown in Figure 3.12 by the absence of white bars after both on-peak periods.
The optimal controller also has the option of charging the storage completely, even though there
is a significant decrease in the heat transfer effectiveness as the storage reaches full charge. The
generalized rule-based controller tries to avoid this penalty and limits the state of charge to 0.9.
Despite this penalty, the optimal controller charges the storage completely to reduce chiller
operation during the on-peak period on the hottest day. The optimal controller is able to optimally
evaluate the trade-off between the heat transfer effectiveness penalty and additional storage
capacity for the hottest day.
Table 3.1. Simulation results for daily controller comparison in Miami, FL.

Energy Cost ($/ton-h)

Optimal
Controller

Generalized Rulebased Controller

Relative Cost to the
Optimal Controller

0.0744

0.0849

1.14
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The second comparison uses a utility rate that has a TOU energy rate with anytime demand
from Birmingham, Alabama. This utility rate has an off-peak energy charge of $0.072/kWh, an
on-peak energy charge of $0.221/kWh, and an anytime demand charge of $1.5/kW.

Figure 3.13. Comparison of chiller operation under generalized rule-based and optimal control
over two consecutive days using a TOU energy with anytime demand utility rate from
Birmingham, Alabama.

Figure 3.14. Comparison of ice storage state of charge under generalized rule-based and optimal
control over two consecutive days using a TOU energy with anytime demand utility rate from
Birmingham, Alabama.
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The results for Birmingham, Alabama are shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14 in a similar
format as the results for Miami, Florida. The two controllers have more differences in chiller
operation under this utility rate structure. Since there is an anytime demand for this utility rate
structure, the generalized rule-based controller tries to minimize the demand for each on-peak and
off-peak period. Figure 3.13 shows that the optimal controller actually operates the chiller at a
higher rate on the hottest day when compared to the generalized rule-based controller. While the
generalized rule-based controller is able to achieve a lower demand charge on the hottest day, the
optimal controller outperforms the generalized rule-based controller over the entire month. In
particular, the optimal controller is able to weigh the trade-off between incurring high demand
costs versus high energy cost. This can be seen in Table 3.2, which shows the operating cost of
this comparison. The optimal controller has a higher demand cost but a much lower energy cost
when compared to the generalized rule-based controller. This shows that minimizing the demand
of each day is not always the optimal strategy, especially under utility rates with lower demand
charges.
Figure 3.14 shows that the optimal controller does not charge the storage completely before
the hottest day. The optimal controller charges the storage on the coolest hour in that off-peak
period, but only to a 0.7 state of charge. The optimal controller instead charges the storage
preemptively on the day before the hottest day, since the cooling loads between the two days are
relatively high. This means that the optimal controller avoids operating the chiller in charging
mode while the ambient temperature is high, because that leads to very low system efficiency. The
generalized rule-based controller is able to charge the storage before the end of the off-peak period
on the first day because the storage was not depleted during the previous on-peak period. It
assumes the storage is depleted to 0.1 at the end of each on-peak period and charges the storage
with a load-limiting charging strategy. This allows the system to achieve a minimum demand
during each off-peak period, but is unnecessary for days where the power consumption does not
reach the peak demand. Unlike the generalized rule-based controller, the optimal controller utilizes
perfect load forecasts for the entire month. Therefore, the optimal controller can charge the storage
at a constant rate that is limited by the forecasted maximum power consumption instead of the
minimum demand for every off-peak period. The optimal controller can charge the storage at a
higher rate on days where the minimum demand of the off-peak period is less than this maximum
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limit. The optimal controller can then meet the remaining loads during the off-peak period at a
higher chilled water supply temperature, which increases the system efficiency.
Table 3.2. Simulation results for daily controller comparison in Birmingham, Alabama.
Optimal
Controller

Generalized Rulebased Controller

Relative Cost to the
Optimal Controller

Energy Cost ($/tonh)

0.0760

0.0929

1.22

Demand Cost ($/tonh)

0.0183

0.0124

0.68

Total ($/ton-h)

0.0943

0.1053

1.11

3.4.2 Monthly Comparisons
The monthly performance of the generalized rule-based controller is evaluated using a
range of utility rates at two geographic locations with different climates: Miami, Florida and
Indianapolis, Indiana. While these two climates have very similar cooling loads on peak days, the
cooling load is much lower in Indianapolis for most of the month. The monthly performance, as
well as that of the other heuristic controls strategies discussed earlier, are compared against the
optimal controller. Weather data from TMY3 for the month of May is used for Miami, Florida,
and the month of June is used for Indianapolis, Indiana. These months provide representative
cooling requirements for each location. The performances of the different control strategies are
evaluated over month-long simulations using a range of different utility rates created by combining
different energy charges, demand charges, and on-peak period durations. All combinations of the
parameter ranges shown in Table 3.3 were employed. These cover the range of available utility
rates for residential buildings that were identified (NREL, 2018).
The ratio between on-peak and off-peak energy charges includes 1, 3 and 5, where a ratio
of 1 represents a flat energy rate since the energy charge is constant. The off-peak energy charge
was chosen to be $0.06/kWh based on available utility rates. The demand charge parameter
includes no demand, anytime demand, on-peak demand, and on-peak and off-peak demand. Two
different values of on-peak and off-peak demand are considered in this evaluation, resulting in 4
different combinations of demand charge. The first case has an on-peak demand charge of $20/kW
and an off-peak demand charge of $10/kW, the second case has an on-peak demand charge of
$20/kW with no off-peak demand charge, and the third case has an anytime demand of $10/kW,
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where the on-peak and off-peak charges are combined into one demand charge, and the fourth case
has no demand charge at all. Values of 4, 8, and 12 hours were considered for the duration of the
on-peak period. The end of the on-peak period is 8 PM for all simulations.
Table 3.3. Utility rate parameters for monthly controller evaluation.
Parameter

Range of values

Off-peak energy charge ($/kWh)

0.06

On-peak to off-peak energy charge ratio

Demand charge ($/kW)

On-peak duration (Hours)

R d,on
20
20
0
0

1 (Flat energy)
3 (TOU energy)
5 (TOU energy)
R d,off
10
0
0
0

Rd,any
0
0
10
0

4, 8, 12

The normalized monthly operating costs of the generalized rule-based controller are
compared against the optimal controller in Figure 3.15. The results are normalized by the monthly
cooling load of each location and are presented as the operating cost per unit of cooling ($/ton-h).
Results are presented in this normalized manner so that they can be compared across different
climates and readily scaled for larger implementations. Figure 3.16 shows the comparisons of the
normalized monthly operating costs of the heuristic control strategies when divided by the optimal
controller’s normalized monthly operating cost. This shows the frequency distribution of the
normalized monthly operating costs of the heuristic control strategies relative to the optimal
controller.
The simulation results shown in Figure 3.15 show that generalized rule-based controller is
able to achieve operating costs within 20% of the optimal controller, and in many cases within
10%. This is relatively good performance considering that the optimal controller utilizes perfect
forecasts over the entire month, whereas the rule-based controller only uses forecasts within the
same day. The discrepancy between the generalized controller and the optimal controller is largely
a function of the charging strategy employed by the generalized rule-based controller. The
generalized rule-based controller uses a load-limiting charging strategy for utility rates with offpeak or anytime demand. While this minimizes the demand in each off-peak period, it leads to
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more chiller operation in charging mode. Furthermore, while the generalized rule-based controller
limits the storage state of charge based on the heat transfer effectiveness, allowing the storage to
be fully charged can further reduce the operating costs during days with high cooling load. The
discharging strategies are quite similar between the two controllers as shown in the daily
comparison, but the optimal controller can reduce operating costs by maximizing use of storage
during the hottest hours within each on-peak period.

Figure 3.15. Comparison of monthly operating costs (normalized by monthly cooling load)
between the generalized rule-based and optimal controller over all combinations of evaluation
parameters.

Figure 3.16. Frequency distribution of monthly operating costs (normalized by monthly cooling
load) relative to the optimal controller for the generalized rule-based controller, load-limiting
storage-priority, and chiller priority over all combinations of evaluation parameters.
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The generalized rule-based controller performs much better than the other heuristic control
strategies as shown in Figure 3.16. Load-limiting storage-priority and chiller-priority have relative
operating costs exceeding 50% of the optimal control in many cases. The existing control strategies
are penalized for their full capacity charging strategy under utility rates with anytime or off-peak
demand. On the other hand, the generalized rule-based controller is able to achieve operating costs
within 20% of the optimal controller, and the overall performance is much better than the existing
heuristic control strategies.

Seasonal Controller Evaluation
This section presents cooling season simulation results for the different heuristic control
strategies. Sample utility rates presented in Section 2.3 are used in these simulations to estimate
utility costs for different locations and strategies. The different control strategies are compared in
terms of a total operating cost divided by total system cooling delivered over the cooling season
($/ton-h). The cooling season is defined to be May until October for all locations. The simulations
use weather data from TMY3 for ambient conditions and loads. The indoor set-point temperature
is 76°F from 10 am to 4 pm on weekdays and 72°F the rest of the time. The storage and chiller are
sized based on a design day analysis using a partial-storage strategy and the assumption that the
chiller operates continuously at full capacity and storage operates between 0 and 80% of its
available storage capacity. The results are simulated using a 3-ton chiller with 125 gallon of ice
storage for Florida, Alabama, South Carolina and North Carolina, and a 3-ton chiller with 175
gallon of ice storage for California and Colorado. The operating cost of each location per unit of
cooling provided ($/ton-h) is separated into energy and demand as shown in Figure 3.17. Results
are presented in this normalized manner so that they can be readily scaled for large
implementations. The blue, yellow, and green bars represent the different control strategies while
the cross-hatched portions represent the incurred demand cost at each location.
The results show that the generalized rule-based control has significantly lower operating
costs compared to chiller-priority at every location. Both the generalized rule-based control and
load-limiting control maximize the use of storage every day, while chiller-priority minimizes the
use of storage. The generalized control is able to take advantage of the lower energy charges during
the on-peak hours which leads to a lower operating cost. The energy cost for the generalized
control was slightly higher than chiller-priority in Lakeland, Florida, since the unit spends more
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time in charging mode with a drop in efficiency. But this penalty is offset by a reduction in demand
costs, and the generalized control still had an overall lower cost than chiller-priority.

Figure 3.17. Seasonal operating costs ($/ton-h) comparisons between different control strategies.
Load-limiting storage-priority is an alternative, and relatively simple, control strategy that
also uses load-forecasting to maximize the use of storage. There is no difference in performance
between the generalized control and load-limiting storage-priority in Miami and Lakeland, Florida.
In Miami, the sample utility rate is TOU energy only, and in Lakeland, the sample utility has an
on-peak demand charge. On the other hand, there are significant differences in performance for
California where the sample utility rates have both on-peak and mid-peak energy charges. In this
case, the generalized rule-based control is able to decrease the operating cost by shutting down the
chiller during the on-peak hours. In the remaining locations, the sample utility rates have either an
all-day demand or an off-peak demand. The generalized control’s charging strategy lowered the
demand cost in each location when compared to the other control strategies. This is particularly
important for utility rates with a high demand cost (Colorado), where the operating cost of the
system decreased by 40%. The generalized control avoided a high demand charge by charging the
storage throughout the off-peak period.
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4. SYSTEM ASSESSMENT

This section presents a model for the baseline split system which is used to compare the ice
storage system. The baseline system is modeled in a similar approach as the ice storage system as
shown in Figure 4.1. A cost model is used to calculate the total installed cost of both the baseline
and ice storage systems based on unit capacity and efficiency. The installed and operating costs of
the baseline and ice storage system are used to calculate the simple payback period for the ice
storage system. The ice storage system design is then optimized for the shortest simple payback,
and parametric studies are performed to evaluate the effects of chiller capacity, storage capacity,
and chiller efficiency on the simple payback period.

Figure 4.1. Overall modeling approach for baseline split system.

Baseline Split System
The baseline system is a conventional split system A/C. The split system is modeled using
ACHP, an open source program for modeling cooling and heating equipment (Bell, 2012). The
ACHP model is used to calculate system performance and capacity at different conditions and then
a performance map is developed from the data using linear regression. The model presented below
is based on a 3-ton system rated at 95 ˚F ambient temperature with a rated COP of 3. The indoor
rating condition is 75 ˚F and 50% relative humidity. The map characterizes the effect of ambient
temperature on the baseline system’s cooling capacity and COP. It is normalized so that different
split system sizes could be easily considered.

Qmax
2
 1.26   5.34 103  Tamb   5.67 105  Tamb
Qrated

(4.1)

COPactual
2
 2.28  (4.55 103 )Tamb  (2.59 104 )Tamb
COPrated

(4.2)
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The variable Q̇max is the split system’s maximum capacity (kW), Q̇rated is the split system’s rated
capacity (kW), Tamb is the ambient temperature (˚F), COPactual is the split system’s coefficient of
performance at the specified operating conditions, and COPrated is the split system’s rated
coefficient of performance.

Figure 4.2. Capacity and COP of the modeled split system A/C at different operating conditions.

System Cost Model
An important factor in evaluating the feasibility of ice storage systems for residential
applications is the total cost of the installed system as compared with the baseline system. Since
the ice storage system does not exist on the current market, a model is developed to estimate its
cost using data from a U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) report on residential central air
conditioners and heat pumps (DOE, 2016). The baseline cost is that of a split system A/C rated at
5 tons and 14 SEER. The cost for a new installation of the baseline system is shown in Table 4.1.
As a comparison, the cost of an ice storage system that uses a packaged air-cooled chiller rated at
3 tons and 14 SEER with an ice storage tank of 125 gallons is also shown in Table 4.1. These
capacities were determined through a design day analysis for Miami, FL. The cost of the ice storage
system is separated into that of the packaged chiller, the storage tank, the indoor air handling unit
(AHU), the pump, and additional piping. The total installed cost of the packaged chiller is based
on the total installed cost of a packaged A/C of the same capacity and efficiency, which is based
on the DOE report (DOE, 2016). The cost of the ice storage tank was estimated using a report from
the Department of the Army on the economic feasibility of thermal storage (Chang, 1995). This
report provides a range of values for a given capacity of storage, and a cost of $7/gallon is common
for small commercial scale storage tanks. This cost model has $9/gallon for the storage tank
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because cost per capacity increases as capacity decreases. Finally, the pump cost is assumed to be
$80 based on products available on the market. The data is also used to develop a general cost
model to enable design optimization for ice storage systems in terms of chiller capacity, storage
capacity, and chiller efficiency that is presented in the following equations. Note that only the
packaged chiller cost and ice storage tank cost are optimized; the cost of the secondary loop
remains fixed.

yice  ychiller  ystorage  ysc

(4.3)

2
ychiller  (1.91103 )  41.4Srated  7.48Srated

(5.89 102 )

1
ton
1
ton 2
(
)Qrated  16.4
(
)Qrated
3.516 kW
3.516 kW

(4.4)

ystorage  9G

(4.5)

ysc  1301

(4.6)

The variable yice is the ice storage system’s estimated cost ($), ychiller is the chiller’s estimated cost
($), ystorage is the ice storage’s estimated cost ($), ysc is the secondary loop components’ estimated
cost ($) which includes the AHU and pump, Srated is the chiller’s SEER rating at the rated
conditions (BTU/Wh), Q̇rated is the chiller’s capacity at the rated conditions (kW), and G is the ice
storage capacity (gal). The cost model uses units of ton for the chiller capacity for easy comparison
with available product capacities which are usually expressed in tons.
Table 4.1: Example total installed cost comparison between ice storage and baseline system.
System Components
Split system A/C (5-ton, SEER 14)

Baseline System

Ice Storage System

$6175

Packaged chiller (3-ton, SEER 14)

$4425

Ice storage tank (125 gal)

$1125

Secondary loop

$1301

Total

$6175

$6851

System Performance Evaluation
For each location associated with the sample utility rates, TMY3 weather data from the
National Solar Radiation Data Base (Wilcox and Marion, 2008) are utilized, and the ice storage
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system is simulated over a cooling season using the model and rule-based controller described in
Section 2 and 3. It’s important to note that the baseline system uses a standard flat energy rate for
each location rather than opt-in rates employed for the ice storage system. This tends to give lower
operating cost savings than if the baseline used the opt-in rates. Nevertheless, this could be
considered a fairer comparison because the baseline system is not designed to take advantage of
the opt-in rates.
Operating cost savings relative to the baseline at each location are presented in normalized
units of dollars per ton-hour of cooling ($/ton-h) in Figure 4.3. For these results, the ice storage
system is sized using a conventional design day analysis for a partial-storage system, resulting in
3 tons of cooling capacity with 175 gallons of storage for California and Colorado, and 3 tons of
cooling capacity with 125 gallons for Alabama, Florida, North Carolina, and South Carolina. The
ice storage system results in lower operating costs than the baseline system in only one location.
This is because the ice storage system operates at lower efficiencies during charging, so it uses
more power than the baseline system. The utility rate incentives are not sufficient to overcome
this penalty, except for the California case.

Figure 4.3. Seasonal operating costs for baseline and ice storage system.
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Figure 4.4. Estimated payback period as a function of total annual cooling load and savings.
Simple payback period is the difference in cost between the ice storage and baseline systems
divided by the operating costs savings as expressed in Eq. (4.7). For a given normalized cost
savings per unit seasonal cooling ($/ton-h), the economic payback period is a strong function of
the annual cooling loads. Figure 4.4 shows the effect of annual cooling load and normalized cost
savings on the economic payback. As expected, the results show that payback period decreases
with increased cooling loads and normalized operating cost savings. The latter are achieved
through improved system efficiency and utility rates with greater incentives for utilization of
thermal storage. The payback period result for California is superimposed on these parametric
plots.

Optimal System Design
The trade-off between installed and operating costs with changing equipment size,
equipment efficiency, and storage size is evaluated by solving an optimization problem, defined
as minimizing the payback period or

min

Qrated ,G , Srated

subject to the following constraints

J

yice (Qrated , G, Srated )  ybaseline
,
Qcooling psavings (Qrated , G, Srated )

(4.7)
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1 ton
(
)Qrated  5 ,
3.516 kW

(4.8)

14  Srated  17.5 ,

(4.9)

90  G ,

(4.10)

QDD  Qstorage  Qrated t ,

(4.11)

2

where J is the payback period in years, Qcooling is the total cooling load in a year for a given location
(ton-h), yice is the total installed cost of the ice storage system ($), ybaseline is the total installed cost
of the baseline system ($), psavings is the operating cost savings for a cooling season ($/ton-h), Q̇rated
is the chiller rated capacity (kW), G is the storage capacity (gal), Srated is the SEER number of the
unit (BTU/Wh), and QDD is the total integrated building load for the design day (kWh). The
baseline system is a 5-ton split A/C with a SEER rating of 14 and a total installed cost of $6175.
The cost of the ice storage system is a function of the unit capacity, the SEER rating, and the
storage capacity. The constraints on these three variables reflect available products on the market.
The nonlinear optimization problem was solved using the function fmincon in MATLAB
for each location. The results of the optimization solutions are shown in Table 4.2. With the
exception of Colorado, the optimal solution results in a positive payback period for every location.
The optimal solution for Colorado has a negative value for the operating cost savings, so the
payback period is negative when calculated using Eq. (4.7). The optimization resulted in systems
with a much higher SEER rating, and slightly larger system capacity than the conventional sizing
approach as shown in Table 4.2. All locations have a SEER rating of 17.5, which is the upper
bound of that decision variable. This is because the ice storage system experiences a decrease in
efficiency when making ice (due to the need for a lower refrigeration temperature in the
evaporator), so a more efficient chiller is required to yield operating cost savings. When compared
to conventionally sized systems, the optimal chiller capacity is increased from 3 to 3.5 tons for
California, while for the remaining locations, the optimal chiller capacity is increased from 3 to
3.2 tons. Compared to the conventional approach, the storage capacity decreased for California,
Florida (Lakeland), and South Carolina, and increased slightly for Florida (Miami), Alabama, and
North Carolina. The optimal storage capacity is different than that of the conventional sizing
approach because of the climate and utility rate structures. In the conventional approach, storage
is sized to minimize the chiller capacity. However, if the on-peak hours are longer, the
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conventional sized storage will experience more loads than the design day, and increasing the
storage capacity can yield more operating cost savings. For a given geographic location, the
optimal chiller and storage capacities are dependent on the climate and variable utility rates
available.
Table 4.2. Optimal system sizing results.
Location

Chiller Capacity
(ton)

SEER

Storage Capacity

Simple Payback

(gal)

(years)

Florida (Miami)

3.2

17.5

130

12

California

3.5

17.5

170

19

Florida (Lakeland)

3.2

17.5

90

19

Alabama

3.2

17.5

130

26

South Carolina

3.2

17.5

90

28

North Carolina

3.2

17.5

130

117

In order to evaluate the sensitivity of payback period to each design variable, additional
simulations are conducted by varying the storage and chiller capacity at different SEER ratings.
Sample results for Florida (Miami) are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. Figure 4.5 shows the simple
payback of a 3.2-ton chiller system with varying capacity for storage at different SEER ratings.
The storage capacity from the design day approach is 125 gallons, which leads to a slightly longer
simple payback than the minimum of 130 gallons. When the SEER rating is greater than 16,
additional storage capacity over 130 gallons leads to an increase of simple payback, because
additional storage increases the initial cost. Moreover, the sensitivity of payback period to storage
capacity increases at smaller storage, especially with lower SEER ratings. Figure 4.6 shows the
simple payback of a 130-gallon storage with varying capacity for the chiller at different SEER
ratings. The minimum chiller capacity for this location is determined to be 3 tons from the design
day approach, which yields a very similar simple payback period to the optimized size of 3.2 tons.
The results show that the simple payback does not change significantly until the chiller capacity is
greater than 3.2 tons, and any additional chiller capacity will then increase the simple payback.
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Figure 4.5. Simple payback for a 3.2 ton chiller system with varying storage capacity and SEER
rating.

Figure 4.6. Simple payback for 130-gallon storage capacity with varying chiller capacity
and SEER rating.
The payback period is very sensitive to SEER rating when the SEER rating is below 17.
An increase in SEER rating from 16 to 17 leads to a significant decrease in simple payback.
However, the decrease in simple payback is much smaller when increasing the SEER rating from
17 to 17.5. Based on this behavior, it appears that the system is approaching an optimal SEER
rating, and any further increase in the SEER rating at that point will not decrease the simple
payback.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Conclusions
This thesis considered the integration of TES into a residential sized cooling system. TES
has been widely used in commercial buildings because it can reduce peak power demand, take
advantage of cheaper off-peak energy charges, as well as downsize the primary cooling equipment.
This study investigated the viability of implementing these systems in residential buildings by
comparing cooling systems with TES against conventional split system A/Cs. The cooling system
was modeled by integrating a storage, chiller, secondary loop and load model. An internal melt,
ice-on-pipe ice storage model based on heat transfer effectiveness was used as the TES. The chiller
was modeled based on the performance of a packaged A/C model with a secondary loop using
ACHP. A simple load model with constant internal gain was used to simulate the building cooling
load.
A generalized rule-based control strategy for residential cooling systems with integrated
TES was developed. The control strategy was designed to operate under all utility rates structures
available today to residential customers. This control strategy was benchmarked against an optimal
controller, which used dynamic programming to minimize the total energy and demand costs in
simulations, and was evaluated against existing control strategies from the literature. In the
comparison against the optimal controller, the generalized rule-based controller performed much
better than the other heuristic control strategies. The generalized rule-based controller was able to
achieve operating costs that were within 20% of the minimal cost, while load-limiting storagepriority and chiller-priority had a significant number of cases above 50%. It is worth noting that
while the generalized rule-based controller had a higher operating cost than the optimal controller,
it only requires weather forecasting for 24 hours and is relatively easy to implement. On the other
hand, the optimal controller requires weather forecasting over a month-long period and is much
more computationally expensive. Perfect weather forecasting was assumed for all the controllers
evaluated in this thesis. However, uncertainty in the forecast could more adversely affect the
optimal controller than the generalized rule-based strategy because the optimal controller relies
more heavily on accurate forecasting in order to achieve operating cost savings. Finally, in a
seasonal comparison against other heuristics, the generalized control strategy reduced seasonal
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operating costs by up to 40% when compared to chiller-priority, and reduced the demand costs by
up to 50% when compared to chiller-priority and load-limiting storage-priority.
The proposed ice storage system was compared against a conventional split A/C in total
installed costs and operating costs. The ice storage system was controlled using the generalized
rule-based control strategy and was evaluated under variable residential utility rates. The split A/C
was evaluated under flat residential utility rates because variable utility rates are not mandatory
for residential customers. The total installed costs of both systems were estimated using available
products on the market. The results showed that the ice storage system has a higher initial cost as
well as higher operating costs in most simulation locations; therefore, it was concluded that the
variable utility rates considered in this study are not favorable when compared against the flat
utility rates. It was found that utility rates with expensive off-peak or anytime demand charges are
particularly unfavorable for the ice storage system.
The ice storage system design was then optimized for the shortest payback period. The
optimization results showed that the optimal design has a higher SEER rating than the baseline
system, which compensates for the decrease in capacity when operating the system in charging
mode. Furthermore, the optimal system design was found to be dependent on the combination of
the climate and utility rate structure. Although the optimal sizing and selection improved payback
periods, the application of TES for residential buildings is marginal economically for the currently
available utility rates. The optimal design resulted in simple payback periods of over 10 years
when compared to a conventional split A/C. This could change significantly in the future if
variable-rates become required (i.e., not opt-in) and more favorable.

Future Work
The generalized rule-based control strategy was shown to perform better than existing
heuristic control strategies. However, the benchmark comparisons showed that there are some
simulation cases where the controller had monthly operating costs that are over 20% of the optimal
control. This performance can be improved by considering alternative charging strategies that do
not minimize the demand for each off-peak period. The generalized rule-based controller also
restricts the storage state of charge to 0.9, but additional capacity can provide more savings on
days with high cooling load. Additionally, the tradeoff between demand charge and on-peak to
off-peak energy charge ratio should be accounted for in the controller.
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Furthermore, the simulation in this study only considers the HVAC power demand. A more
realistic simulation can consider other sources of power consumption, such as lighting or domestic
hot water heating. These additional power consumptions can influence the demand charge,
particularly for utility rates that include off-peak or anytime demand. The schedule of non-HVAC
power consumption can also be influenced by the utility rate structure, since the customers may
change their schedule if the on-peak charges are expensive. The performance of the generalized
rule-based controller can be improved by considering these additional factors as well.
One of the main motivations behind this study is the demand responsiveness that can be
achieved with TES. Utility companies are promoting systems with better responsiveness to power
demand because of the increase in renewable energy production. Solar power is one of the major
sources of renewable energy, especially in states like California. These places have a huge amount
of solar power generation during the midday hours, and there are concerns about over-generation.
By integrating cooling systems with TES and solar power generation, the system can take
advantage of the power production during the midday hours to charge the storage. This can prevent
over-generation and can also shift the cooling demand away from later hours.
Lastly, one of the benefits of including a secondary loop is the ability to use flammable or
toxic refrigerants. Life cycle analysis can be performed to assess the overall environmental impact
of the system due to the addition of secondary loop hardware as well as the choice of refrigerant.
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Appendix A: Ice Storage System Model
function Sys_FL
global Load i Cycle Tamb E day cutoff rate Ele5
%Storage capacity
Cycle.gal = 125;
%COP from ACHP model
Cycle.COP = 3;
%Max. capacity from ACHP model
Cycle.RATE = 3*3504;
%import ambient temperatures%import ambient temperatures
data = xlsread('FLseason.xlsx','F:F');
temp = data(1:744);
Cycle.Days = length(temp) / 24;
%Load Model
x=1;
week = 1;
%Design point Indoor set-point (F)
T_zone = 72;
%internal gain (W)
g_dot = 1000;
% Design point (3tons convert to W @ 95F)
MaxLoad = 3 * 3504;
%Indoor set-point (W)
for i = 1:length(temp)/24
for a = 1:24
if week < 6
if a < 9 || a > 16
setpoint(x) = 72;
else
setpoint(x) = 76;
end
else
setpoint(x) = 72;
end
x=x+1;
end
if week == 7
week = 0;
end
week = week +1;
end
UA = (MaxLoad-g_dot) / (95 - T_zone);
setpoint = setpoint.';
%calculating loads from ambient temperatures
Qload = UA .* (temp - setpoint) + g_dot;
for q = 1:length(Qload)
if Qload(q) < 0
Qload(q) = 0;
end
end
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%import ultitiy rates ($/kWh)
E = rate;
cutoff = 0.1;
x=1;
while E(x) == E(x+1)
x = x+1;
start = x+1;
end
x = x+1;
while E(x) == E(x+1)
x = x+1;
off = x+1;
end
t =1;
%Demand charges for the utility rate ($/kW)
OnPeak = 0;
OffPeak = 0;
Any = 0;
Cycle.Dany = 0;
Cycle.Doff = 0;
Cycle.Don = 0;
%for-loop throught the month
for day = 1:length(temp)/24
for a = 1:24
Load(a) = Qload(t);
Tamb(a) = temp(t);
t=t+1;
end
%On-peak load
area = sum(Load(start:off-1));
%Difference between loads and storage
dif = area - 3.5E+04;
if dif < 0
dif = 0;
else
dif = dif/(off-start);
end
%Load-limiting storage priority rate
Cycle.prop = dif;
for i = 1:24
fsolve(@Heuristic,0.3,options);
costTOU(i) = Cycle.W.Total(i) * rate(i) / 1000;
end
for i = 1:24
if E(i) < cutoff && Cycle.W. Total (i) > Cycle.Doff
Cycle.Doff = Cycle.W. Total (i);
elseif E(i) > cutoff && Cycle.W. Total (i) > Cycle.Don
Cycle.Don = Cycle.W. Total (i);
end
if Cycle.W.Total(i) > Cycle.Dany
Cycle.FD = Cycle.W. Total (i);
end
end
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Cycle.Gen.TOU(day) = sum(costTOU);
Cycle.Cool(day) = sum(Load);
end
%System Normalized Cost
Cost = (sum(Cycle.Gen.TOU) + OnPeak * sum(Cycle.Don/ 1000) + OffPeak * sum(Cycle.Doff/ 1000) +
Any * sum(Cycle.Dany/ 1000)) / sum(Cycle.Cool);
%System COP
G=sum(Cycle.Gen.Cool) / sum(Cycle.Gen.P)
end
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Appendix B: Generalized Rule-Based Controller
function F = General(x)
global Cycle Load i Tamb day cutoff Ele cutoff2
Cycle.Ref = 'INCOMP::MEG-30%';
rho = CoolProp.PropsSI('D','T',270,'P',200000,Cycle.Ref);
%[kg/m^3]
Cp = CoolProp.PropsSI('C','T',260,'P',200000,'INCOMP::MEG-30%');
%gallons of water inside the tank
gal = Cycle.gal;
%Mass of the water inside the tank
m_total = 3.79 * gal;
%max. change in int E of storage tank that can occur (latent cap)(kJ/kg)
Cap_s =334*1000*(m_total);
%time-step(s)
dt = 60*60;
%phase change temperature(K)
ts = 273;
%mass-flow rate
mdot = x;
%initial state of charge
%update state of charge from previous day's value
if day == 1 && i == 1
Cycle.X(i) = Cycle.x0;
elseif day ~= 1 && i == 1
Cycle.X(i) = Cycle.X(24);
end
%if there is no demand charge
if Cycle.Doff == 0
%temperatures for charging and discharging(K)
if i == 1
T5 = (25 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (30 + 459.67) * 5/9;
%charging the storage
elseif Ele(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) < 0.90
T5 = (25 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (30 + 459.67) * 5/9;
%bypassing the storage
elseif Ele(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) > 0.90
T5 = (45 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (45 + 459.67) * 5/9;
%discharging the storage
else
T5 = (45 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (40 + 459.67) * 5/9;
end
elseif Cycle.Doff ~= 0
if Load(i) < Cycle.Limit || Load(i) < Cycle.prop
%charging the storage
if i == 1 || Cycle.X(i-1) < 0.90
T5 = (25 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (30 + 459.67) * 5/9;
else
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T5 = (45 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (45 + 459.67) * 5/9;
end
%discharging the storage
elseif Load(i) > Cycle.Limit || Load(i) > Cycle.prop
T5 = (45 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (40 + 459.67) * 5/9;
end
end
T8 = T7 + Load(i) / (mdot*Cp); %return temp. from indoor
%convert supply to storage to F for chiller model
T5F = T5 *9/5 -459.67;
%Chiller model based on ambient temp. and supply temp. to storage
Qratio = 6.82212907E-01-3.60901310E-03*Tamb(i)-1.10958545E-05*Tamb(i)^2+1.43079956E02*T5F+5.38152341E-05*T5F^2;
%system cop
COPratio=1.73048464E+00-2.00641059E-02*Tamb(i)+2.49011716E-05*Tamb(i)^2+2.43049740E-02*T5F7.00785180E-05*T5F^2;
%rated at _ tons, converted to W
Qrated = Cycle.RATE;
%COP at rating conditions
COPrated = Cycle.COP;
%Max. cooling the unit can provide and actual COP
Qmax = Qratio * Qrated;
COP = COPratio * COPrated;
%Chiller cooling rate
%if there is no off-peak or anytime demand
if Cycle.Doff == 0
if i == 1
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Load(i);
%full capacity charging
elseif Ele(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) < 0.90
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Qmax;
%chiller-priority discharge
elseif Ele(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) > 0.90
if Load(i) < Qmax
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Load(i);
else
T7 = (40 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T8 = T7 + Load(i) / (mdot*Cp);
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Qmax;
end
%Full storage control if there is a mid-peak
elseif Ele(i) > cutoff2
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = 0;
%Load-limiting storage priority discharge
elseif Ele(i) > cutoff && Ele(i) < cutoff2
if Load(i) < Cycle.prop
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Load(i);
else
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Cycle.prop;
end
end
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%if there is off-peak or anytime demand
elseif Cycle.Doff ~= 0
%Load-limiting charging
if i == 1
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Cycle.Limit;
elseif Ele(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) < 0.90
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Cycle.Limit;
elseif Ele(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) > 0.90 && Load(i) < Cycle.Limit
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Load(i);
elseif Ele(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) > 0.90 && Load(i) > Cycle.Limit
T7 = (40 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T8 = T7 + Load(i) / (mdot*Cp);
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Cycle.Limit;
elseif Ele(i) > cutoff && Load(i) < Cycle.prop && Cycle.X(i-1) <= 0.90
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Load(i);
else
%Load-limiting storage priority discharge
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Cycle.prop;
end
end
%secondary loop energy balance
Qtank = Load(i)- Cycle.Q.Ch(i);
%if load exceeds unit capacity & storage depletes
if Ele(i) > cutoff && i ~= 1 && Cycle.X(i-1) == 0 && Load(i) < Qmax
Qtank = 0;
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Load(i);
%unit runs at max. capacity to try and meet loads
elseif Ele(i) > cutoff && i~= 1&& Cycle.X(i-1) == 0 && Load(i) > Qmax
Qtank = 0;
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Qmax;
end
%Ice-storage inlet temp
tfi = T5;
if day == 1 && i == 1
Cycle.X(i) = Cycle.x0;
elseif day ~= 1 && i == 1
Cycle.X(i) = Cycle.X(24);
else
Cycle.X(i) = Cycle.X(i-1) - (Qtank * dt)/Cap_s;
end
X = Cycle.X(i);
%effectiveness correlation
if Qtank < 0
epsilon = 0.92 - 0.62*X + 4.93*X^2 - 17.05*X^3 + 24.02*X^4 -12.12*X^5;
else
epsilon = 0.49 + 0.81*X - 0.98*X^2 + 0.67*X^3;
end
%mass flow rate in the storage tank
mtank = (Qtank/(epsilon * Cp * (tfi - ts)));
if mtank > mdot%mass flow within the tank can't exceed the total flow
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mdot = mtank;
end
%max heat transfer to storage
Cycle.Tankmax (i)= epsilon * mdot * (tfi - ts)* Cp;
g = 9.81; %gravity (m/s2)
h = 4.9; %max. delivery head (m)
%pump work at max. conditions assuming max flow of 1kg/s(W)
pump = 0.6 * 1*h*g;
%outlet temperature from storage (K)
Cycle.tfo(i) = tfi - Qtank/(mtank*Cp)
Cycle.T_5(i) = T5;
Cycle.T_7(i) = T7;
Cycle.T_8(i) = T8;
Cycle.m_dot(i) = mdot;
Cycle.m_tank(i)= mtank;
Cycle.Tank(i)=Qtank;
Cycle.Q.Qmax(i) = Qmax;
%actual pump work (W)
Cycle.W.Pump(i) = pump*(mdot/1)^3;
Cycle.W.Ch(i) = Cycle.Q.Ch(i) / COP;
Cycle.W.Total(i) = Cycle.W.Ch(i)+ Cycle.W.Pump(i);
F = Cycle.Q.Ch(i) - mdot*Cp*(T8-T5);
end
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Appendix C: Split System Model
function F = Split
global Cycle Load i Tamb
Cycle.Ref = 'R410A';
%Water-glycol in tank and sec. loop
rho = CoolProp.PropsSI('D','T',270,'P',200000,Cycle.Ref);
%[kg/m^3]
Cp = CoolProp.PropsSI('C','T',260,'P',200000,Cycle.Ref);
%Chiller model based on ambient temp. and supply temp. to indoor unit
Qratio = 1.33630438E+00-1.84979560E-03*Tamb(i)-1.74907450E-05*Tamb(i)^2;
COPratio = 3.17040365E+00-3.03780156E-02*Tamb(i)+7.99043854E-05*Tamb(i)^2;
Qrated = 5*3504;
COPrated = 3.2;
COP = COPratio*COPrated;
%power at rated capacity
Qmax = Qratio*Qrated;
%Max. cooling the unit can provide
if Qmax > Load(i)
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Load(i);
else
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Qmax;
end
Cycle.Q.Qmax(i) = Qmax;
Cycle.W.Ch(i) = Cycle.Q.Ch(i) / COP;
F = Cycle.Q.Ch(i) - Load(i);
end
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Appendix D: Chiller-priority
function F = ChPr(x)
global Cycle Load i Tamb day cutoff Ele
Cycle.Ref = 'INCOMP::MEG-30%';
%Water-glycol in tank and sec. loop
rho = CoolProp.PropsSI('D','T',270,'P',200000,Cycle.Ref);
%[kg/m^3]
Cp = CoolProp.PropsSI('C','T',260,'P',200000,'INCOMP::MEG-30%');
gal = Cycle.gal;
%gallons of water inside the tank
m_total = 3.79 * gal;
%Mass of the water inside the tank
Cap_s =334*1000*(m_total); %max. change in int E of storage tank that can occur (latent
cap)(kJ/kg)
dt = 60*60;
%time-step(s)
ts = 273;
%phase change temperature(K)
mdot = x;
%mass-flow rate
if day == 1 && i == 1
%initial state of charge
Cycle.X(i) = 0;
elseif day ~= 1 && i == 1
Cycle.X(i) = Cycle.X(24); %update state of charge from previous day's value
end
if i == 1
%temperatures for charging and discharging(K)
T5 = (25 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (30 + 459.67) * 5/9;
elseif Ele(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) < 0.90
T5 = (25 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (30 + 459.67) * 5/9;
else
T5 = (45 + 459.67) * 5/9;
end
%convert supply to storage to F for chiller model
T5F = T5 *9/5 -459.67;
%Chiller model based on ambient temp. and supply temp. to storage
Qratio = 6.82212907E-01-3.60901310E-03*Tamb(i)-1.10958545E-05*Tamb(i)^2+1.43079956E02*T5F+5.38152341E-05*T5F^2;
COPratio=1.73048464E+00-2.00641059E-02*Tamb(i)+2.49011716E-05*Tamb(i)^2+2.43049740E-02*T5F7.00785180E-05*T5F^2;
Qrated = Cycle.RATE; %rated at _ tons, converted to W
COPrated = Cycle.COP; %COP at rating conditions
Qmax = Qratio * Qrated;
%Max. cooling the unit can provide
COP = COPratio * COPrated;
if Qmax > Load(i)
T7 = 45;
elseif Qmax < Load(i) && Cycle.X(i-1) ~= 0
T7 = 40;
elseif Qmax < Load(i) && Cycle.X(i-1) == 0
T7 = 45;
end
end
T8 = T7 + Load(i) / (mdot*Cp); %return temp. from indoor
%convert supply to storage to F for chiller model
T5F = T5 *9/5 -459.67;
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%Chiller model based on ambient temp. and supply temp. to storage
Qratio = 6.82212907E-01-3.60901310E-03*Tamb(i)-1.10958545E-05*Tamb(i)^2+1.43079956E02*T5F+5.38152341E-05*T5F^2;
%system cop
COPratio=1.73048464E+00-2.00641059E-02*Tamb(i)+2.49011716E-05*Tamb(i)^2+2.43049740E-02*T5F7.00785180E-05*T5F^2;
%rated at _ tons, converted to W
Qrated = Cycle.RATE;
%COP at rating conditions
COPrated = Cycle.COP;
%Max. cooling the unit can provide and actual COP
Qmax = Qratio * Qrated;
COP = COPratio * COPrated;
if i == 1
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Qmax;
elseif Ele(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) < 0.90
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Qmax;
elseif Ele(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) > 0.90 && Load(i) < Qmax
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Load(i);
elseif Ele(i) > cutoff && Load(i) > Qmax
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Qmax;
elseif Ele(i) > cutoff && Load(i) < Qmax
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Load(i);
end
Qtank = Load(i)- Cycle.Q.Ch(i); %storage makes up for difference between unit and loads
%Ice-storage
tfi = T5;%inlet temp.
if day == 1 && i == 1
Cycle.X(i) = 0;
elseif day ~= 1 && i == 1
Cycle.X(i) = Cycle.X(24);
else
Cycle.X(i) = Cycle.X(i-1) - (Qtank * dt)/Cap_s;
end
X = Cycle.X(i);
%effectiveness correlation
if Qtank < 0
epsilon = 0.92 - 0.62*X + 4.93*X^2 - 17.05*X^3 + 24.02*X^4 -12.12*X^5;
else
epsilon = 0.49 + 0.81*X - 0.98*X^2 + 0.67*X^3;
end
mtank = (Qtank/(epsilon * Cp * (tfi - ts))); %mass flow rate in the storage tank
if mtank > mdot%mass flow within the tank can't exceed the total flow
mdot = mtank;
end
%max heat transfer to storage
Cycle.Tankmax (i)= epsilon * mdot * (tfi - ts)* Cp;
g = 9.81; %gravity (m/s2)
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h = 4.9; %max. delivery head (m)
%pump work at max. conditions assuming max flow of 1kg/s(W)
pump = 0.6 * 1*h*g;
%outlet temperature from storage (K)
Cycle.tfo(i) = tfi - Qtank/(mtank*Cp)
Cycle.T_5(i) = T5;
Cycle.T_7(i) = T7;
Cycle.T_8(i) = T8;
Cycle.m_dot(i) = mdot;
Cycle.m_tank(i)= mtank;
Cycle.Tank(i)=Qtank;
Cycle.Q.Qmax(i) = Qmax;
%actual pump work (W)
Cycle.W.Pump(i) = pump*(mdot/1)^3;
Cycle.W.Ch(i) = Cycle.Q.Ch(i) / COP;
Cycle.W.Total(i) = Cycle.W.Ch(i)+ Cycle.W.Pump(i);
F = Cycle.Q.Ch(i) - mdot*Cp*(T8-T5);
end
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Appendix E: Full Storage Control
function F = Fullstorage(x)
global Cycle Load i Tamb day cutoff Ele
Cycle.Ref = 'INCOMP::MEG-30%';
%Water-glycol in tank and sec. loop
rho = CoolProp.PropsSI('D','T',270,'P',200000,Cycle.Ref);
%[kg/m^3]
Cp = CoolProp.PropsSI('C','T',260,'P',200000,'INCOMP::MEG-30%');
gal = Cycle.gal;
%gallons of water inside the tank
m_total = 3.79 * gal;
%Mass of the water inside the tank
Cap_s =334*1000*(m_total); %max. change in int E of storage tank that can occur (latent
cap)(kJ/kg)
dt = 60*60;
%time-step(s)
ts = 273;
%phase change temperature(K)
mdot = x;
%mass-flow rate
if day == 1 && i == 1
%initial state of charge
Cycle.X(i) = 0;
elseif day ~= 1 && i == 1
Cycle.X(i) = Cycle.X(96); %update state of charge from previous day's value
end
if i == 1 %temperatures for charging and discharging(K)
T5 = (25 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (30 + 459.67) * 5/9;
elseif Ele(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) <= 0.80
T5 = (25 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (30 + 459.67) * 5/9;
elseif Ele(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) >= 0.80
T5 = (45 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (45 + 459.67) * 5/9;
else
T5 = (45 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (40 + 459.67) * 5/9;
end
T8 = T7 + Load(i) / (mdot*Cp); %return temp. from indoor
%convert supply to storage to F for chiller model
T5F = T5 *9/5 -459.67;
%Chiller model based on ambient temp. and supply temp. to storage
Qratio = 6.82212907E-01-3.60901310E-03*Tamb(i)-1.10958545E-05*Tamb(i)^2+1.43079956E02*T5F+5.38152341E-05*T5F^2;
%system cop
COPratio=1.73048464E+00-2.00641059E-02*Tamb(i)+2.49011716E-05*Tamb(i)^2+2.43049740E-02*T5F7.00785180E-05*T5F^2;
%rated at _ tons, converted to W
Qrated = Cycle.RATE;
%COP at rating conditions
COPrated = Cycle.COP;
%Max. cooling the unit can provide and actual COP
Qmax = Qratio * Qrated;
COP = COPratio * COPrated;
if i == 1
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Qmax;
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elseif Ele(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) <= 0.90
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Qmax;
elseif Ele(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) >= 0.90
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Load(i);
else
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = 0;
end
%storage makes up for difference between unit and loads
Qtank = Load(i)- Cycle.Q.Ch(i);
%Ice-storage
tfi = T5;%inlet temp.
if day == 1 && i == 1
Cycle.X(i) = 0;
elseif day ~= 1 && i == 1
Cycle.X(i) = Cycle.X(24);
else
Cycle.X(i) = Cycle.X(i-1) - (Qtank * dt)/Cap_s;
end
X = Cycle.X(i);
%effectiveness correlation
if Qtank < 0
epsilon = 0.92 - 0.62*X + 4.93*X^2 - 17.05*X^3 + 24.02*X^4 -12.12*X^5;
else
epsilon = 0.49 + 0.81*X - 0.98*X^2 + 0.67*X^3;
end
mtank = (Qtank/(epsilon * Cp * (tfi - ts))); %mass flow rate in the storage tank
if mtank > mdot%mass flow within the tank can't exceed the total flow
mdot = mtank;
end
g = 9.81; %gravity (m/s2)
h = 4.9; %max. delivery head (m)
%pump work at max. conditions assuming max flow of 1kg/s(W)
pump = 0.6 * 1*h*g;
%outlet temperature from storage (K)
Cycle.tfo(i) = tfi - Qtank/(mtank*Cp)
Cycle.T_5(i) = T5;
Cycle.T_7(i) = T7;
Cycle.T_8(i) = T8;
Cycle.m_dot(i) = mdot;
Cycle.m_tank(i)= mtank;
Cycle.Tank(i)=Qtank;
Cycle.Q.Qmax(i) = Qmax;
%actual pump work (W)
Cycle.W.Pump(i) = pump*(mdot/1)^3;
Cycle.W.Ch(i) = Cycle.Q.Ch(i) / COP;
Cycle.W.Total(i) = Cycle.W.Ch(i)+ Cycle.W.Pump(i);
F = Cycle.Q.Ch(i) - mdot*Cp*(T8-T5);
end
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Appendix F: Load-limiting Storage-priority
function F=Sto(x)
global Cycle Load i Tamb day cutoff E
Cycle.Ref = 'INCOMP::MEG-30%';
%Water-glycol in tank and sec. loop
rho = CoolProp.PropsSI('D','T',270,'P',200000,Cycle.Ref);
%[kg/m^3]
Cp = CoolProp.PropsSI('C','T',260,'P',200000,'INCOMP::MEG-30%');
gal = Cycle.gal;
%gallons of water inside the tank
m_total = 3.79 * gal;
%Mass of the water inside the tank
Cap_s =334*1000*(m_total); %max. change in int E of storage tank that can occur (latent
cap)(kJ/kg)
dt = 60*60;
%time-step(s)
ts = 273;
%phase change temperature(K)
mdot = (x);
%mass-flow rate
if day == 1 && i == 1
%initial state of charge
Cycle.X(i) = Cycle.x0;
elseif day ~= 1 && i == 1
Cycle.X(i) = Cycle.X(24); %update state of charge from previous day's value
end
if i == 1
%temperatures for charging and discharging(K)
T5 = (25 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (30 + 459.67) * 5/9;
elseif E(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) < 0.90
T5 = (25 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (30 + 459.67) * 5/9;
elseif E(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) >= 0.90
T5 = (45 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (45 + 459.67) * 5/9;
else
T5 = (45 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (40 + 459.67) * 5/9;
end
T8 = T7 + Load(i) / (mdot*Cp); %return temp. from indoor
%convert supply to storage to F for chiller model
T5F = T5 *9/5 -459.67;
%Chiller model based on ambient temp. and supply temp. to storage
Qratio = 6.82212907E-01-3.60901310E-03*Tamb(i)-1.10958545E-05*Tamb(i)^2+1.43079956E02*T5F+5.38152341E-05*T5F^2;
%system cop
COPratio=1.73048464E+00-2.00641059E-02*Tamb(i)+2.49011716E-05*Tamb(i)^2+2.43049740E-02*T5F7.00785180E-05*T5F^2;
%rated at _ tons, converted to W
Qrated = Cycle.RATE;
%COP at rating conditions
COPrated = Cycle.COP;
%Max. cooling the unit can provide and actual COP
Qmax = Qratio * Qrated;
COP = COPratio * COPrated;
if i == 1
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Qmax;
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elseif E(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) < 0.90
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Qmax;
elseif E(i) < cutoff && Cycle.X(i-1) >= 0.90
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Load(i);
if Load(i) > Qmax
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Qmax;
end
elseif E(i) > cutoff
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Cycle.prop;
end
Qtank = Load(i)-Cycle.Q.Ch(i);
%Ice-storage
tfi = T5;%inlet temp.
if day == 1 && i == 1
Cycle.X(i) = Cycle.x0;
elseif day ~= 1 && i == 1
Cycle.X(i) = Cycle.X(24);
else
Cycle.X(i) = Cycle.X(i-1) - (Qtank * dt)/Cap_s;
end
if Cycle.X(i) > 0.9 %not including sensible charge or discharge
Cycle.X(i) = 0.9;
Qtank = (Cycle.X(i)-0.9) * Cap_s / dt;
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Load(i) - Qtank;
elseif Cycle.X(i) < 0
Qtank = (Cycle.X(i-1)) * Cap_s / dt;
Cycle.Q.Ch(i) = Load(i) - Qtank;
Cycle.X(i) = 0;
end
X = Cycle.X(i);
%effectiveness correlation
if Qtank < 0
epsilon = 0.92 - 0.62*X + 4.93*X^2 - 17.05*X^3 + 24.02*X^4 -12.12*X^5;
else
epsilon = 0.49 + 0.81*X - 0.98*X^2 + 0.67*X^3;
end
mtank = (Qtank/(epsilon * Cp * (tfi - ts))); %mass flow rate in the storage tank
if mtank > mdot%mass flow within the tank can't exceed the total flow
mdot = mtank;
end
g = 9.81; %gravity (m/s2)
h = 4.9; %max. delivery head (m)
%pump work at max. conditions assuming max flow of 1kg/s(W)
pump = 0.6 * 1*h*g;
%outlet temperature from storage (K)
Cycle.tfo(i) = tfi - Qtank/(mtank*Cp)
Cycle.T_5(i) = T5;
Cycle.T_7(i) = T7;
Cycle.T_8(i) = T8;
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Cycle.m_dot(i) = mdot;
Cycle.m_tank(i)= mtank;
Cycle.Tank(i)=Qtank;
Cycle.Q.Qmax(i) = Qmax;
%actual pump work (W)
Cycle.W.Pump(i) = pump*(mdot/1)^3;
Cycle.W.Ch(i) = Cycle.Q.Ch(i) / COP;
Cycle.W.Total(i) = Cycle.W.Ch(i)+ Cycle.W.Pump(i);
F = Cycle.Q.Ch(i) - mdot*Cp*(T8-T5);
end
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Appendix G: Optimal Controller
function x = Opt_TOUDemand(input)
global Optimal rate
DC = input(1);
offDC = input(2);
TestFunTOUDemand(DC,offDC)
Path
x = (Optimal(1,4)+ DC+offDC)
end
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function TestFunTOUDemand(DC,offDC)
tic
clear -Cycle Tamb
global Load i Cycle Tamb day E Monthtotal rate OnDemand OffDemand
OnDemand = DC / 20 * 1000;
OffDemand = offDC / 10 * 1000;
Cycle.gal = 125;
Cycle.COP = 3;
Cycle.RATE = 3*3504;
%import ambient temperatures
data = xlsread('FLseason.xlsx');
temp = data(1:744);
Cycle.Days = length(temp) / 24;
x=1;
week = 1;
T_zone = 72; %Temp inside the house (F)
g_dot = 1000; %internal gain (W)
MaxLoad = 3 * 3504; %3tons convert to W @ 95F
for i = 1:length(temp)/24
for a = 1:24
if week < 6
if a < 9 || a > 16
setpoint(x) = 72;
else
setpoint(x) = 76;
end
else
setpoint(x) = 72;
end
x=x+1;
end
if week == 7
week = 0;
end
week = week +1;
end
UA = (MaxLoad-g_dot) / (95 - T_zone);
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setpoint = setpoint.';
Qload = UA .* (temp - setpoint) + g_dot; %calculating loads from ambient temperatures (W)t = 1;
for q = 1:length(Qload)
if Qload(q) < 0
Qload(q) = 0;
end
end
%import ultitiy rates ($/kWh)
E = rate;
t =1;
x1 = 0.57; %constraint for the state of charge (avoid 0 state of charge)
%flippping the inputs to start at the end of the month
temp = flip(temp);
Qload = flip(Qload);
E = flip(E);
for day = 1:length(temp)/24
%for-loop throught the month
b=1;
for a = 1:24
%converting loads and temperature values to 15-min periods
Load(a) = Qload(t);
Tamb(a) = temp(t);
t=t+1;
end
row = 1;
page = 1;
for i = 1:24 %looping through the hours of the day
if i == 1 && day == 1 %start at the lsat hour of the month
%looping through all possible states at the previous stage
for x0 = 0:0.01:1
%at the last stage, state of charge is specified
%saving the values of x0 and x1
[mdot, W] = Dyn_TOUDemand(x0,x1);
Grid{page,2}(row,1:3) = [x0 x1 mdot];
%saving the cost of going from stage n-1 to n
Grid{page,2}(row,4) = Cycle.costTOU;
Grid{page,2}(row,5) = W;
row = row+1;
end
%getting rid of infeasible states
Grid{page,2}(Grid{page,2}(:,4) == 1e90,:) = [];
%savings values of actual possible states
Grid{page,1} =unique(Grid{page,2}(:,1));
row = 1;
page = page + 1;
elseif i == 24 && day == length(temp)/24 %First hour of the month
x0 = 0.57;
%The first stage must have same state of charge as last stage
for n = 1:length(Grid{page-1,1})
x1 = Grid{page-1,1}(n);
[mdot, W] = Dyn_TOUDemand(x0,x1);
Grid{page,2}(row,1:3) = [x0 x1 mdot];
%saving the cost of going from stage n-1 to n
Grid{page,2}(row,4) = Cycle.costTOU;
Grid{page,2}(row,5) = W;
row = row+1;
end
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%getting rid of infeasible states
Grid{page,2}(Grid{page,2}(:,4) == 1e90,:) = [];
%savings values of possible states
Grid{page,1} = unique(Grid{page,2}(:,1));
row = 1;
page = page+1;
elseif i == 1 && day ~= 1
for n = 1:length(prevday)
x1 = prevday(n);
for x0 = 0:0.01:1
[mdot, W] = Dyn_TOUDemand(x0,x1);
Grid{page,2}(row,1:3) = [x0 x1 mdot];
%saving the cost of going from stage n-1 to n
Grid{page,2}(row,4) = Cycle.costTOU;
Grid{page,2}(row,5) = W;
row = row+1;
end
end
%getting rid of infeasible states
Grid{page,2}(Grid{page,2}(:,4) == 1e90,:) = [];
%savings values of possible states
Grid{page,1} = unique(Grid{page,2}(:,1));
row = 1;
page = page+1;
else
%looping through all feasible states in each stage
for n = 1:length(Grid{page-1,1})
x1 = Grid{page-1,1}(n);
for x0 = 0:0.01:1
[mdot, W] = Dyn_TOUDemand(x0,x1);
Grid{page,2}(row,1:3) = [x0 x1 mdot];
%saving the cost of going from stage n-1 to n
Grid{page,2}(row,4) = Cycle.costTOU;
Grid{page,2}(row,5) = W;
row = row+1;
end
end
%getting rid of infeasible states
Grid{page,2}(Grid{page,2}(:,4) == 1e90,:) = [];
%savings values of possible states
Grid{page,1} = unique(Grid{page,2}(:,1));
row = 1;
page = page+1;
end
end
%Getting rid of impossible states from start of day
for d = length(Grid):-1:2
nextstate = Grid{d,2}(:,2);
total = 0;
for j = 1:length(nextstate)
a = Grid{d-1,2}(:,1) - nextstate(j);
a = abs(a) < 0.005;
total = total + a;
end
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Grid{d-1,2}(total==0,:) = [];
end
%Saving each day into a cell
Monthtotal{day} = Grid;
%Saving the last hour for the previous day
prevday = Grid{24,1};
clear Grid
end
toc
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function [mdot, W] = Dyn_TOUDemand(x0,x1)
global Load Tamb Cycle i E OnDemand OffDemand
Cycle.Ref = 'INCOMP::MEG-30%';
%Water-glycol in tank and sec. loop
rho = CoolProp.PropsSI('D','T',270,'P',200000,Cycle.Ref);
%[kg/m^3]
Cp = CoolProp.PropsSI('C','T',260,'P',200000,'INCOMP::MEG-30%');
gal = Cycle.gal;
%gallons of water inside the tank
m_total = 3.79 * gal;
%Mass of the water inside the tank
Cap_s =334*1000*(m_total); %max. change in int E of storage tank that can occur (latent
cap)(kJ/kg)
dt = 60*60;
%time-step(s)
ts = 273;
%phase change temperature(K)
%calculating energy in/out of tank based on current and next state of charge
Q_tank = (x0-x1) * Cap_s / dt;
X = x0;
mdot = 0.1;
%Heat transfer effectiveness of ice storage
if Q_tank < 0
epsilon = 0.92 - 0.62*X + 4.93*X^2 - 17.05*X^3 + 24.02*X^4 -12.12*X^5;
else
epsilon = 0.49 + 0.81*X - 0.98*X^2 + 0.67*X^3;
end
%Chiller supplies the difference between load and storage
Q_chiller = Load(i) - Q_tank;
%Determining chilled water supply temperature based on
%charge/discharge/bypass
if Q_tank < 0
T5 = (25 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (30 + 459.67) * 5/9;
elseif Q_tank > 0
T5 = (45 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (40 + 459.67) * 5/9;
elseif Q_tank == 0
T5 = (45 + 459.67) * 5/9;
T7 = (45 + 459.67) * 5/9;
end
tfi = T5;%inlet temp.
T8 = T7 + Load(i) / (mdot*Cp); %return temp. from indoor
T5F = T5 *9/5 -459.67; %convert supply to storage to F for chiller model
%Chiller performance map
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Qratio = 6.82212907E-01-3.60901310E-03*Tamb(i)-1.10958545E-05*Tamb(i)^2+1.43079956E02*T5F+5.38152341E-05*T5F^2;
COPratio=1.73048464E+00-2.00641059E-02*Tamb(i)+2.49011716E-05*Tamb(i)^2+2.43049740E-02*T5F7.00785180E-05*T5F^2;
Qrated = Cycle.RATE; %rated at _ tons, converted to W
COPrated = Cycle.COP; %COP at rating conditions
Qmax = Qratio * Qrated;
%Max. cooling the unit can provide
COP = COPratio * COPrated;
Tankmax = epsilon * mdot * (tfi - ts)* Cp; %max heat transfer to storage
W_chiller = Q_chiller / COP;
g = 9.81; %gravity (m/s2)
h = 4.9; %max. delivery head (m)
%pump work at max. conditions assuming max flow of 1kg/s(W)
pump = 0.6 * 1*h*g;
%outlet temperature from storage (K)
while abs(Q_tank) > abs(Tankmax) && mdot < 0.6
mdot = mdot + 0.1;
Tankmax = epsilon * mdot * (tfi - ts)* Cp;
end
W_pump = pump*(mdot/1)^3;
W = W_chiller + W_pump;
%Total work
Cycle.costTOU = W * E(i) / 1000;
if W > OnDemand && E(i) > 0.06
Cycle.costTOU = 1000;
end
if W > OffDemand && E(i) == 0.06
Cycle.costTOU = 1000;
end
%If any constraints are violated, the cost is very large
if abs(Q_tank) > abs(Tankmax) || Q_chiller > Qmax || Q_chiller < 0
Cycle.costTOU = 1e90;
end
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function Path
global Monthtotal Optimal
%load the workspace from the Dyn code
tic
Grid = Monthtotal;
x=1;
for day = 1:length(Monthtotal) %looping through the month
%starting from the last hour of the month
if day == 1
%load the possible states from the previous hour
new{1} = Grid{day}{1,2};
c = 1;
for hour = 2:length(Grid{1})
g = Grid{day}{hour,2}; %data from previous hour
x1s = unique(Grid{day}{hour,2}(:,1)); %possible states
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for state = 1:length(x1s) %loop through all possible states
x1 = x1s(state);
possible = g(g(:,1)==x1,:); %search for possible paths
[row col]=size(possible);
for recall = 1:row %add the min cost of the next step
lastcost = new{hour-1}(abs(new{hour-1}(:,1)-possible(recall,2)) < 0.005,4);
possible(recall,4) = possible(recall,4) + unique(lastcost);
end
%find the min. cost from this state
lockin = possible(possible(:,4) == min(possible(:,4)),:);
[row col] = size(lockin);
if row ~= 1
new{hour}(c:c+row-1,:) = lockin;
c = c+row;
else
new{hour}(c,:) = lockin;
c=c+1;
end
clear lastcost
end
c = 1;
end
else
%new{1} = lastday{24};
c = 1;
for hour = 1:length(Grid{1})
if hour~= 1
g = Grid{day}{hour,2}; %data from previous hour
x1s = unique(Grid{day}{hour,2}(:,1)); %possible states
for state = 1:length(x1s) %loop through all possible states
x1 = x1s(state);
possible = g(g(:,1)==x1,:); %search for possible paths
[row col]=size(possible);
for recall = 1:row %add the min cost of the next step
lastcost = new{hour-1}(abs(new{hour-1}(:,1)-possible(recall,2)) <
0.005,4);
possible(recall,4) = possible(recall,4) + unique(lastcost);
end
%find the min. cost from this state
lockin = possible(possible(:,4) == min(possible(:,4)),:);
[row col] = size(lockin);
if row ~= 1
new{hour}(c:c+row-1,:) = lockin;
c = c+row;
else
new{hour}(c,:) = lockin;
c=c+1;
end
clear lastcost
end
c = 1;
else
g = Grid{day}{hour,2}; %data from previous hour
x1s = unique(Grid{day}{hour,2}(:,1)); %possible states
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for state = 1:length(x1s) %loop through all possible states
x1 = x1s(state);
possible = g(g(:,1)==x1,:); %search for possible paths
[row col]=size(possible);
for recall = 1:row %add the min cost of the next step
lastcost = lastday{24}(abs(lastday{24}(:,1)-possible(recall,2)) <
0.005,4);
possible(recall,4) = possible(recall,4) + unique(lastcost);
end
%find the min. cost from this state
lockin = possible(possible(:,4) == min(possible(:,4)),:);
[row col] = size(lockin);
if row ~= 1
new{hour}(c:c+row-1,:) = lockin;
c = c+row;
else
new{hour}(c,:) = lockin;
c=c+1;
end
clear lastcost
end
c = 1;
end
end
end
lastday = new;
if day == 1
for i = 1:length(new)
paths{x} = new{i};
x=x+1;
end
else
for i = 1:length(new)-1
paths{x} = new{i+1};
x=x+1;
end
end
clear new
end
%if there are mutilple choices with the same cost, just pick the 1st
for stage = length(paths):-1:1
if stage == length(paths)
step = paths{stage};
best(c,:) = step(1,:);
x1=best(c,2);
else
step = paths{stage}(abs(paths{stage}(:,1)-x1) < 0.005,:);
best(c,:) = step(1,:);
x1=best(c,2);
end
c=c+1;
end
%Saving each day into a cell
Optimal = best;
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toc
end
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